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Tickets for Storyville special events available at Record Ron's
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PUBLICATIO N
..,..KURT WEILL NEWSLETTER features columns, remembrances,
letters, reviews and all manner of trivia relating to the life and times of German composer Kurt Weill. Mack The Knife is Weill's most famous song. He
also composed much pure music as well as scoring many Broadway shows
including Lost In The Stars. Aspiring Weillophiles write to Kurt Weill Foun·
dation, 142 West End Ave., Suite 1-R, NYC, NY 10023 .
..,..TRIAL is a publication of The Association of Trial Lawyers of America,
the voice of the plaintiffs, the "little guys" of the American legal system. A
typical article: Sexual Misconduct of Therapists, which, summarized from a
therapist's point of view would be, Don't fuck your patients or your lawyer
will end up with all your money. Trial is available monthly for $24 a year by
writing toATLA, 1050 31st St. NW, Washington, D.C., 20007 .
....CASE AND COMMENT is a bi-monthly publication of the Lawyer's Cooperative Publishing Company. A lawyer friend described C&C as
"an excuse to sell the publisher's legal documents:• I enjoy C&C for its articles like Surrogate Motherhood- Babies for fun and profit. The update
news items on subjects such as herpes and child custody, credit card fraud
(sounds very easy to get away with) and toxic shock (it's all in the magnesium
level), make C&C worth it. Send $7.50 for 6 issues toCase and Comment, 50
Broad St. E., Rochester, NY 14694.

White Noise
iding in on the crest of a
new, or old wave- depending on how you look at it, Black
Flag came to town last month to
play a gig at St. Theresa's
Church. Following an in-store and
autograph session at Metronome
the band was whisked off to Cox
Cable for an appearance on the
Vic 'n' Natly Show, where lead
singer Henry Rollins gave great
advice on how to handle the local
police. Rollins, who writes most
of the lyrics for the band, has two

R

I

n conjunction with the Asian
Pacific Festival, the Thai House
Restaurant held a demonstration
of authentic Thai dances - most
notably the Fingernail Dance,
which was performed against a
background of flowing Thai
music. The restaurant, located at
4 WAVELENGTH/JULY 1985

very interesting books of poetry
out. At first impression it reads
just a bit like Charles Bukowski,
but upon further reading you
realize this Rollins character is
very unique and very intelligent.
What's he doing in a punk band??
Who knows. But, one thing is for
sure, Black Flag is certainly coming of age. Their new LP is entitled Loose Nut - sounds as if
they're picking up where the original Stooges left off.
-Carlos BoD

1932 Canal Street, features
wonderful Thai food prepared by
Chef Tee Somboon.
In the above photograph, Chef
Somboon is joined by Lott, the
restaurant's manager, along with
"that girl about town" Lois Simbach, and publishing magnate D.
Eric Bookhart.
-Carlos Boll

..,..STUDIO SOUND is "available on a rigidly controlled basis only to
qualified personnel:' Published in Great Britan and read by most Englishspeaking recording-engineers in the known universe, SS is full of new product reviews and how-to articles. Although SS claims to take a dim view of
sonic dilletantism, they'll probably let you subscribe if you so desire. They
charge $75 a year to get your copies air mail and less for the slow boat
method. So, if the intricacies of the design of the latest English rock star's
home studio is your cuppa tea, then write to Studio Sound, Link House,
Dingwall Ave., Croydon, CR9 2TA, Great Britain.
~ DAK INDUSTRIES CATALOGUE ... CLAIMING TO BE "sort of the
ultimate gadget freak:' Drew Alan Kaplan says, "virtually everything in my
home is remote controlled. I'm testing computers, printers, tape decks,
equalizers and lots of other electronic devices in almost every room in my
home. (Much to the chagrin of my wife.)" DAK offers big discounts on all
sorts of pro and semi-pro equipment, as well as straight-ahead home equipment. So call Drew on his toll-free number, that's 1-800-325-0800 and he'll
send you a catalogue. The catalogues are fun to look at whether you buy
anything or not.
0

'Give Totlay
For To:tn.orro'W'
ount the familiar faces. The top of the New Orleans music scene offer
a helping hand in recording Give Today For Tomorrow, a local project
to help relieve hunger in Africa.

C

Lyrics and Poents Sought
for New Publication

C

harles "Buddy" Bolden, the
first man of jazz, supposedly
had a broadside called The
Cricket. Holden was not only a
musician-performer-composer-editor,
but also a blues/jazz poet. The lines
of "Make Me A Pallet:' "Careless
Love:' "Funky Butt" read like lines
of literary poems.

tradition of Langston Hughes or
Bob Kaufman, get them together
and send them to us. The only other
limitation is that the poems must be
on New Orleans or some aspect of
its culture.
Send manuscripts to Rudy Lewis,
c/o Wavelength, P.O. Box 15667,
New Orleans, LA 70175.
Manuscripts will not be returned. A
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Codeine Cowboy
Rides Again
L
ocal rockster George Reinecke
finally got his manic wild
gUJtar sounds committed to vinyl
with the release of Garage Goodies, an English compilation LP
featuring his band - The Codeine
Cowboys. The track, recorded in
England in the winter of 1983,
features George on guitar, bass,
and vocals, helped by former
Count Bishops' lead singer Mike
Spenser on drums and harmonica.

keep alive the spirit of Buddy
Bolden's genius. The first issue will
be out July I0. Those of you who
have blues or jazz songs that read
like poetry, and those of you who
write blues/jazz poems in the

obtained by writing to this address.
Make checks payable to The
Cricket. The Cricket will be sold for
a dollar. Contributors of poems
used will receive ten copies.
-Rudolph Lewis

THE BEST FOR LEST

MACON FRY

George has also been playing
locally and in Memphis with his
new band, the Swangin' Dodes, as
well as occasionally adding his
guitar attack to the Panther Burns
line-up. His plans for the future
include recording a new single for
Hit Records in the U.K. as well as
forming a new local band with as
yet unnamed local stars. Will a
Sun recording contract be far
away?
-Carlos Boll

'I Want My Coke Back!'
W

ant your old Coke back?
Pat Smith can relate.
"Coca-Cola is committing corporate suicide," the gregarious
Harahan housewife said. "They've
had the greatest public relations
campaign for years, and they're
just tossing it out the window because of a taste test in which they
didn't ask pertinent questions."
Smith has singlehandedly
launched a local boycott of Coke
products which she hopes will gain
national recognition.
"A boycott is the only timehonored way of getting what you
want," Smith said. "If you send
[Coke] a petition with ten thousand names on it, they'll just
dump it in the waste can."
Products included in the boycott are Coke, Dr. Pepper, Mr.
Pibbs, Sunkist Orange Soda, Diet
Coke, Minute Maid and - get
this - all Columbia Pictures
releases.
The next Columbia release,
opening July 19, is Silverado, starring Rosanna Arquette.
Boycotting Rosanna? Maybe I'll
switch to Pepsi.
Actually, if you're interested in
a boycott kit, send $2 with your
name and address to Pat Smith,

3510 N. Causeway Blvd., Suite
604, Metairie, La. 70002. Kit includes 2\12" button, boycott information and song sheets. Checks or
money orders are accepted.
-Radomir Luza

'Failure To Communicate'

Never Tasted Better
H

abla espanol? No one at Latin Fruit speaks English or bothers to
translate the menu for the benefit of the few gringos who stop in, but
this little Cuban restaurant is so happily non-standardized that
bilingualism might not be of any practical value. In fact, puzzling over the
menu, ordering, and anticipating what will arrive at the table (the same
dish may not look the same on different days) is half the fun!
The Latin Fruit is a small, family-run cafe, lunch counter, fruit stand,
and ethnic grocery. They stock a full line of specialties from chorizo
·sausage and plantains to Cuban coffee. It is not a place to go for haute
cuisine (they are the only restaurant in town serving a steak sandwich
dressed with potato sticks), but amidst the many surprises there arc some
consistently good dishes. Viejas ropas (roughly translates "old clothes"!?)
is a heary pork stew with red and green peppers. The chulea de puerco
(pork chops) are well seasoned and served in a pepper and onion sauce.
Dinners ranage from about $5 to $6 and are served with black beans and
rice. Plantanos are tasty but cost extra.
My favorite items at the Latin Fruit are their beverages. They serve
batidos (smoothies) in an exotic array of flavors, from guanabana to
mango. You've got to order a guarapo just to watch them make it. A fat
piece of sugar cane is fed into a machine which crushes it, spits the pulp
out the other side and funnels the juice into your glass. They should serve
this with a shot of rum and fresh lime juice. The Cuban coffee will jolt
you, and is perfect with the cheesecake-heavy flan, but a word of warning
is due. Learn how to say "no sugar" in Spanish or you may wonder if you
ordered cane syrup by mistake.
Lydia and her cousin usually work at the counter, cook and wait on the
tables. Their patience and general amusement make ordering and dining at
the Latin Fruit an enjoyable "failure to communicate:'
Katrina and a Wave harmonize to
a packed house at Jimmy's last month. Latin Fruit, 8100 W. Metairie, 468-7771, open 8 a.m. to 10:30 p.m.
JULY 1985/WAVELENGTH 5

N .0. Goes Go-Go
We're not really sure, but we're almost
positive, that New Orleans is the
birthplace of Go-Go
ew Orleans probably is the
birthplace of Go-Go music,
but for you locals who
haven't discovered the new national
craze, singing and chanting over a
"rap" musical background combined with a good dose of street
rhythms is what this new wave is
about. Most of the Go-Go bands
that have records out are from
Washington, D.C., but you can be
sure some of our local acts will have
to get in on the action.
In the Land of the Blind, Radio
is King... I was in a friend of mine's
car last week, and after driving
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equally-obscene Prince Buster
the early Sixties.
SISTERS OF MERCY

First and Last and Always
LP of the Year without a doubt.
This English band, after three years
of only releasing singles, has finally
put out a large sampling of their
doom/ dark style of slow heav)
rock. This one creeps up your spine
and then hits every nerve in your
head. Almost as creepy as the
Virgin Prunes' "Come to Daddy"
single of a few years back. This is
one record you shouldn't listen to
with the lights off.
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A STORE FOR ALL MUSICIANS
AMATEUR AND PROFESSIONAL
FEATURING:
PAS
BFI
Cerwin Vega!

Ultimate Support
Roland
Shure
AKG
AMR
lntersonics

dbx
Bose
QSC

Allen & Heath
Sunn Electronics
ADA
Hill Audio
Anvil Cases
White Instruments

PLUS MANY MORE!!

(504) 454-6331
3215 edenborn ave.
metairie, Ia. 70002
CALL FOR FREET-SHIRT
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around for a few minutes I said,
"Why don't you turn the radio off
and play a tape?" to which he replied, "This is a tape." Everyone
listens to the radio now, just like in
the Sixties. This is one new revival
trend we can definitely do without.
In this new "safe" age no one is
willing to try something new and
exciting and different. For those
daring enough here are a few suggestions for your musical edification ...
MARVIN GAYE

Dream of a Lifetime
This "new" LP features tracks
recorded shortly before his death
and some recorded years ago while
he was still under contract to Motown. There is a warning on the
album pertaining to the offensive
lyrics. The songs in question are
"Sanctified Lady," "Savage in the
Sack," and "Masochistic Beauty."
They were recorded as jokes during
some studio sessions and, of
course, CBS should have never released them. But since they did you
should listen to them. The radio
version of "Sanctified Lady" utilizes the same bleep technique that
was used for "Big Five" by the

se1
ISLANDS
bu
The Last Room
Just as everything in musical in- pt!
novation was coming to a complete de
halt, this record proves there is light 'n
at the end of the tunnel. Combining
the styles of early New Wave bands m
like Magazine, Fisher Z and early
Japan (all of whom were influenced Tl
by Cockney Rebel, Roxy Music,
David Bowie, etc.) they have come
up with a sound that is soft, yet retains a hard edge. There is no room
for monotony here. Lead singer
Mark Allen writes the most moving
lyrics since Nick Drake and sings
with a voice that defies description.
There is no category to describe this
album, the influences are evident
but the overall sound so new and
sparkling that it is very original.
Not for the pretentious or weakhearted.
Also of Note ..• The KING debut
album - overall weak but the song
"Fish" is worth the price of admission ... Cupid and Psyche '85 by
SCRITTI POLITTI combines their ow
recent hits with mellower sounds. ~
Reminiscent of their forgotten first ~
singles on the Rough Trade label. w
Until next month......
0 ::::o

NICK MARINELLO

NEW BANDS

Pre-Cambrian
Rock 'n' Roll
Two bands heat up for the
steamy nights ahead
Silurian
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In case you're not old enough to
remember this, it was somewhere
between the Ordovician and Devonian periods of the Paleozoic era
that life first crawled out of the sea
and dug into the shoreline, hoping
for a drier future. This all happened, more specifically, in the
Silurian period and is only relevant
here because a new band emerging
from deepest, darkest Uptown has
adopted the name Silurian.
If using the Table of Geologic
Time for inspiration in naming a
band seems a bit odd, well, these
guys arc definitely not mainstream.
Featuring Mario 0. on lead guitar
(and there's lots of guitar) Silurian
draws more from the traditional
sounds of rock 'n' roll than the
newer pop sounds being heard
Uptown these days. The other guys
in the band arc Ray Dearie playing
rhythm guitar and quickly becoming a strong frontman/singer. The
rhythm section is comprised of
Skeet on bass and occasional lead
guitar and Eric Green, who holds
the whole thing together with tight
percussion.
Unlike the timid creatures that
washed ashore a few million years
ago, the men of Silurian are not sitting tight, waiting for something to
happen. They've gigged several
times at Capp's, Jimmy's and
Chances as well as a few out-oftown dates, delivering hard-hitting
sets that are not only rock-inspired
but also include strains of early
punk as well as, oddly enough,
down home New Orleans rhythm
'n' blues.
"We seem to be using more and
more of our New Orleans heritage:•

says Ray, "playing
incredibly progressive
versions of rhythm 'n'
blues:• Their sound is as hard to pin
down as their performance. Somewhere into the second song of the
first set Ray forgets that he was once
stage-shy, forgets that he is the mildmannered proprietor of Ray's Electric, sometimes even forgets he is
playing guitar and starts howling
into the microphone, dragging the
stand across the stage. One night, by
the light of a burning Russian flag,
Mario ripped out most of his guitar
strings and proceeded to flail at the
guitar with its own strap. You can
almost think that these guys are
angry at something, but somehow
you get the feeling it's only just for
fun.

The Functions
About seven years ago three kids
got together to start playing music.
None of them really knew what they
were doing so they started out playing punk because it was easy, fun
and a good excuse to get drunk in
public. They weren't old enough to
get into bars yet, but they gigged at a
few clubs anyway. An early attempt
at publicity had them posing for a
photo in front of a medical parts
facility, next to an emblem that read
"vital functions:• Seven years later
the Functions are still playing their
music together.
They're made up of David and
Eric Padua, playing bass and drums
respectively, and David Jennings on
guitar. They're not playing punk any
more, except for a couple of the
"old songs" that they'll dig up on
request, and somewhere along the

way they've developed into an
extremely tight-knit band. The
rhythm section is just great maybe it's the genetic link between
brothers, and David Jennings is one
of the best rock guitarists in town
(while managing to to keep a substantial amount of class-clown
appeal).
Except for a couple of temporary
break-ups and the addition (and
subsequent subtraction) of a female
vocalist and a keyboard player, the
three have maintained their present

status for longer than most local
bands, resulting in an inbred sound:
musicians who know what each
other is doing on stage at all times.
Though they have experimented
in a wide range of music, from punk
to rock to pop synthesizer, they seem
to be suffering from the stigma of
starting out as punkers. "Yeah, people keep telling us we gotta change
our name:· says David Jennings,
"but if we did they would just walk
in and see the three of us and say,
0
'Oh, it's just the Functions!'"

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
To The Editor:
Just a note to thank you and Ben
Sandmel for the mention in the
"Toot Toot" story. It was great.
Thanks very much.
However, I must say one thing
about the cover of the issue. I can't
believe that the New Orleans Music
Magazine would put an outsider on
the cover. That was the ultimate
insult to Louisiana music in my
opinion. Look at the facts.
Every artist that has covered
"Toot Toot" (except Denise LaSalle)
is a Louisianian, and yet you put the
biggest "pirate" of the bayou
sound, John Fogerty, on the cover.
Creedence Clearwater didn't capture the Louisiana sound as they
claimed, and John Fogerty is not
even close, so ...
If you are the New Orleans Music
Magazine, how about keeping it
that way? Besides, the promotion
people who paid you for that cover
don't live here and probably never
will.
In summary, no, I am not griping
about Fats and Doug not being on
the cover, I am griping that a Louisiana artist was not there. It should
have been a picture of Rockin' Sidney. After all, he is a real Louisianian, not a cheap California
imitation.

Come on, Wavelength, we support you, how about supporting us!
God bless freedom of speech!

Robert G. Vernon
Louisiana Music Association

To The Editor:
Enclosed you'll find my check for
$12 in payment for a one-year renewal of my current subscription.
Sorry to say I won't be able to
make it down to the Jazz & Heritage
Festival this year - though I hope I
can count on an honest and accurate
appraisal of the goings-on from
Almost Slim. I shared his disappointment in the performances last
year by many NOLA notables, but I
still had a great time thanks to the
Neville Brothers, Snooks Eaglin,
Helen Brock's New Gospelettes,
Dollar Brand, and many more.
(Also ate myself into stupefaction.)
Let's see more of Slim's carefully
researched and written profiles of
the greats and near-greats of N.O.
R&B in future issues. I'd also like to
read more record reviews, just
because I'm interested in what intelligent and qualified writers like Rico
have to say about a broad range of
current "product" ('scuse the term).

Andy Schwartz
NewYork,NY
JULY 18151WAYELENGTH7
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IT'S ALL MUSIC

MARK BINGHAM

Fathers and Sons and Sons-of-Bitches
music is fine, it's these subhuman
y father died five years ago
This town breeds the all-time number one sleaziest
business creeps who have destroyed
today. The date is clear to
entrepreneurs who ever crawled on their fat bellies
the musicians' ability to get the
me as it was also the night
music out of New Orleans and into
·the Los Angeles Lakers, with Magic
across the face of this earth.
the world. So many players in this
Johnson playing center while Kareem
Terror, The Human Form Divine
town have been ripped off that
that hearing was the last thing to go.
was out injured, took the NBA title.
many simply Do Nothing rather
and Secrecy, the Human Dress
A day I'll always remember.
I sang his favorite songs - he loved
-William Blake, "A Divine Image"
than get robbed again. While New
A succession of health problems
Johnny Mathis, so l sang much of
his greatest hits album. I sang
Orleans musicians are known to be
led my father from prosperity to
The only way to understand what
laid back, it's time for things to
"Somewhere Over The Rainbow."
business troubles, divorce, loss of
mathematicians mean by infinity is
I sang "In My Solitude," · and "I
property and eventually the life of a
change.
How? Uh. Duh. Gee. Let
to contemplate the extent of human
Got It Bad." I even sang "Louie,
about it. Ask Dave Marsh.
me
think
derelict. I often lost track of-him
-Voltaire
stupidity.
Louie."
Duh.
during the last years of his life.
The value of a wager is equal to the
Finally it was over. My sister and I
So, Mr. Bigmouth, why should a
One spring day he went out and
value of the Possible Gain multiwent back to the city. I took care of
bought a shotgun for the purpose of
musician, especially a pushy New
the details over the phone the next - plied by the Probability of achieving
ending it once and for all. He got too
York type, want to stay in this town?
-Pascal's Wager
that gain
day. My father was cremated and
drunk, He missed, damaging a lung
My theory is: if you are a musician
and a shoulder, but no more. He
scattered over his favorite trout
from anywhere who has a sincere
I'm· sorry. There are some jokes
stream.
bought a 12-gauge which was too
desire to learn about music as it is
you cannot understand until you
big to get in his mouth and still pull ·
and as it has been, there is no better
The day after that, I rented a van
have been a fool many, many years
and went back to Connecticut to
place to spend some time than New
the trigger.
and thought yourself finally cured
This stunt landed him in a V.A.
pick up and fill out more papers and
Orleans. Not as a tourist, you must
and then found out you had just
retrieve his personal belongings
hospital where he underwent psychiget past that. You won't get rich,
become a different kind of fool.
you won't work much, there are no
before they were swept away by the
atric observation and worked with a
-Robert Anton Wilson
physical therapist to regain the use
jingles to play on and you'll mostly
state or discarded by the "Whales."
"The Earth Will Shake"
of his arm. While in the hospital he
I went to the apartment he had
met a woman thirty years his junior.
shared with the Whales, a nice,
If you are a musician from anywhere who has a
They fell in love. Upon release, they
modest two-bedroom in downtown
Stamford. The only problem was
pooled their disability money and
sincere desire to learn about music as it is and
moved in together. Her mother
that they didn't believe he was dead.
as it has been, there's no better place to spend some
came to live with them. Both women
Since they weren't family per se, the
were quite larg~. My father called
hospital hadn't informed them of
time than New Orleans.
his death. The Whales called my
them, lovingly, the "Whales."
My father and the "Whales"
New Orleans mythology runs
father Doc. They kept saying, "Oh
play for tourists but. ..
deep. New Orleans is more than a
would drink together each day. One
Doc, he'll be all right. He always
As the endless march of mediogets better.''
night they went to an arcade and had
city. The music of New Orleans has
crity forges ahead, as we watch and
The Whales had no idea of my
computer t-shirts made of the faces
been dissected by thousands of writlisten to the wanton creatures who
of mother and daughter together.
father's true background. He had,
ers, worshipped worldwide and put
leer at us from our tvs and scream at
on a very tall but fragile pedestal.
My father took these shirts to a
apparently, reinvented his life for
us from our radios, thank God for
printer and created his own one-ofNew Orleans is the Vienna of rock
their benefit. I was not the son he
New Orleans. As the character Ike
had described. All through the pack'n' roll as well as the old cliche about
a-kind Save The Whales t-shirt.
said in the film Mother's Day, "We
One day I got a call. My father
being the birthplace of jazz. This is
ing and moving, these two huge
Civilized! Just Look Around!"
was in the hospital again. His organs
women told me glorious, glowing
supposed to be a slow time for New
Theodore Sturgeon died recently.
were failing rapidly. He could go
things about my father, as if he'd be
Orleans music. Well, folks, you
Sturgeon was a writer's writer. He
any time. The nun said, "It's serious
coulda fooled me.
coming home any minute. The
was able to escape the Science Ficthis time."
Whales would end each line of
I've been lurking about town latetion ghetto (don't call it sci-fi!) and
My sister and I took the train
praise with We Have Fun. They
ly, skulking my way in and out of
find a wider audience for his work.
the nitespots. I've had a chance to
from New York City up to the hosmust have said We Have Fun about
If you are unfamiliar with him and
pital in Connecticut. My father was
record with some New Orleans playfifty times. Upon leaving the apartlike to read, I urge you to look into
bright yellow. This was science ficmeQt I entered into a state of numb
ers. No, this is not a slow time for
Theodore Sturgeon. Sturgeon was
depression which lasted for weeks. I
New Orleans music, just New Ortion. Where was I? Who was this
also a guitarist, a nudist and somekept hearing WE HAVE FUN, WE
babbling yellow creature who
leans music business. In fact, this
one I will never forget. Bon voyage.
resembled my father?
HAVE FUN.
town seems to breed the all-time
(Parts of this column were first
Number One sleaziest entrepreneurs
printed in The Faces of Science FicI sang in his ear for hours. My
Cruelty has a Human Heart
who ever crawled on their fat bellies
tion by Patti Perret © 1985,
singing was one of the few things he
And Jealousy a Human Face
across the face of this earth. The
published by Bluejay Books.)
liked about me. The doctor told me

M

It's Not ILLEGAL Anv More!

8310 OAK ST.
CORNER OF DANTE

CALL FOR LISTINGS

866·1051

CUSTOM WINDOW TiNTING
Everything from Cars to Condos
WE come to YOU
25 Tints to choose from
Specializing in Foreign Cars

.

5 YEAR GUARANTEE
Open 7 Days a Week - Call for yours today!

(504) 891-1507
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2524 Gen. Pershing

Friday, June 28 J.D. Hill & The Jammers
Friday, July ·12 Lil' Queenie & the Boys of Joy
w/special guest.
appearing all night long

I

LONE WARRIOR SEARCHING FOR HIS ~...A 1RIBE
IN 'A WORLD BATTLING TO~ 1HEVFACE AWOMAIISDI:IE

HOLD <1JtJT FOR MAD MAX

THIS IS HIS GREATEST ADVENTURE.
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The Action Starts Friday July 12th at a Theatre Near You.
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La Fete
Call524-CHEF for free brochure

For the first time, a major international jazz festival
was held in the Caribbean, and New Orleans
was well represented

••

••
•••
••

•••

--------·························-------...
The "original"
Indulgence is
still open. We
just have a
new name
and anew
menu.
When we moved Indulgence to the Rink
last year we didn't have the heart to close
down the original on Religious Street.
After all. we loved it and so did a lot of
others including The New York Times:
Gambit and Mr. Food, 1bm Fitzmorris.
~evertheless. we didn't want two
rt>staurants doing the same thing either.
so we developed a new menu as well as a
ne\\ name for the old place.
We've made it a true bistro with a hardy,
unusual approach to food unlike anything
else you'll find in New Orleans.
Come by for lunch Monday through Friday
and see for yourself.

The Religious Street
Creole Bistro
Religious Street at Orange
(one block off Tchoupitulous)
523-2209
Proprietors
Liz Page

Graduate of
Cordon Bleu and
La Varenne. Paris
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Frank Bailey
Food Writer
Dixie Magazine

Forging a Musical ........-....
With the Caribbean
arbados, the most eastward
of all the Caribbean islands,
was the site of a major music
event for the Caribbean region: the
first Royal-Barbados /Caribbean
Jazz Festival held in Barbados, over
the Easter holidays, April6-8, 1985.
The National Cultural Foundation of Barbados, under the direction of Elton Elombe Mottley,
presented the festival with sponsor- .
ship from Royal Bank of Canada
(Barbados) Ltd. This was the first
time a major, international jazz festival was held in the Caribbean.
The Event. The three-day festival
featured five bands. From Barbados
- Electric Gap: Adrian Clarke, a
veteran piano player; Antonio
"Boo" Rudder, a well-known, Elvin
Jones-influenced drummer; Linus
Yaw, a composer and well-traveled
electric bassist; El Verno Del Congo,
a superb percussionist; and Arturo
Tappin, a young alto and soprano
saxophonist who is also a student at
the Berkley school of music.
From St. Lucia and Martinique
- Luther Francois and Company:
Luther Francois, a very progressive
and impressive saxophonist/flutist
from St. Lucia; Marius Cultier, a
self-taught, astounding Martiniquian keyboardist who reminded
this writer of South African-born
Abdullah Ibrahim (Dollar Brand);
Alex Bernard, a fleet-fingered Martiniquian bassist; and Jean Claude
Montre-dom, a percussionist /
drummer who played free rhythms
in a structured setting with subtle
tastefulness.
From Trinidad and Tobago The TNT Connection: Raff Robert son, keyboards; Len "Boogsie"
Sharpe, pan (steel drum) and piano;
Andy Phillips, bass; and Richard
"Nappy'' Myer, guitar.
From Antigua - Roland Prince
and Lukuya: Roland Prince, a
guitarist/pianist who has recorded
under his own name and worked
with and/ or recorded with a number
of nationally noted jazz musicians;
Jon Colin Prince, piano; M'Talewa,
bass; Clem Lewis, drums; and Barry
Harvey, vocals.
From New Orleans - The Ellis
Marsalis Quartet with Lady BJ:
Ellis Marsalis, piano; Victor Goins,
tenor and soprano saxophone;
Reginald Veal, electric and acoustic
bass; Noel Kendricks, drums; and
Lady BJ, vocals.
Although travel plans did not permit us to be present for the Monday
night session featuring TNT Connection and Lukuya, the music we
did experience both at the festival

B

itself and in jam sessions was excel·
lent and stimulating .
The Logistics. The participation
of the Ellis Marsalis Quartet and sat
Lady BJ in the Barbados bo
Caribbean jazz festival could not
have happened were it not for th( ho
behind-the-scenes work of Mr. pe
Jimmy Lee, an African-American
who labors tirelessly to foster inter·
action of peoples in the western
hemisphere.
A consultant for Britil.h \\'est
Indies Airlines (a company owned
by the country of Trinidad
Tobago), Jimmy Lee pulled together
the necessary consortium of inter·
ests who underwrote the cost of Ne11
Orleans' participation. Those inter·
ests included British West Indies
Airlines (BWIA), Southwinds
Hotel, the Barbados Tourist Board, t
and the United States Information
Service (Barbados).
The Music. Marsalis was schcd·
uled to do three performances: one
at the Southwinds Hotel and two at
the festival itself. Somehow there
had been a mix-up and the pre,i·
ously announced performance at
the Southwinds Hotel was scratched
because the Barbadian bishop, who a
obviously exerts great influence,
thought that it was inappropriate to
happen on Good Friday. After some t
politicking back and forth, it ""' a
decided to do an unannounced,
"open rehearsal" at the hotel. The in!
pool-side bar area was filled to me
capacity with hotel guests .llld nar· mt
badians who had somehow gotten fo1
the word about the unadvertised ba
"open rehearsal:' Arturo lappin str
from Electric Gap sat in and Boo La
Rudder pro\'ided a bass amp. It \\3i m:
a beautiful night of music, particu· no
larly BJ wowing the audience \\ith in
stunning, unmiked vocal worL
ro
After midnight at Club Bel-Air. th•
an upstairs jazz club (there is a disco R'
downstairs and the two rooms had Ai
entirely separate entrances), the first
of three nights of ,iam sessions took te
place. Bel-Air is almost archtypical w~
of the Third World jau club: small; an
sparsely attended; young and old Bt
musicians working together to forge wi
real music out of old memories and ct;
young aspirations; atmosphericall} n11
removed from the mainstream of th
daily life and tense with the dcsper- vi
ate seriousness of those who choose ar
to swim against the social tide.
Generally, the music was ordi· d<
nary, except that there were con- gr
stant, brief stabs of pain-filled of
beauty
erupting
from
the ja
trumpeter/ leader. An elderly man w.
past his prime who played with _

eel-

can
terern
'est
ned
ad/
her
ter-

''a'

·ed,
The
to
3artten
ised
pin
Boo
was
icu\ith

rAir,
is co
had

Milesmn distance vis-a-vis his audience, he worked under the influence
of too many drinks - one third of
11hat he did was boring, one third
ordinary and one third exhilarating.
However, the thirds never seemed to
be equal. J11st when one felt ready to
ghe up listening, perhaps to move to
the balcony and look down on the
active street life, he would open his
horn and unleash beautiful notes,
mighty as a rose rising amidst dust
and weeds.
Victor, Reginald and Noel sat in
playing there Sixties/ Seventies
innucnce cncrgy-ja11 from a stage
)aturated in Forties / hftics swing/
bop. The dichotomy was startling
- the young sa>.ophonbt with the
house band lo\'ed it. The older trumpeter packed his horn. And the bass
man (whom we learned later was
actually a sa>. man doubling on
ba,\) watched Reg biO\\ impressions
and smiled at Reg's shattering staccato lines.
Saturday morning, '' hich had
been scheduled to be a tour of the
island, turned out to include a command performance. The prime minister's wife, who is a jazz
aficionada, invited the band to play
for the opening of the Oestin Fish
Fc\tival, a major event on the island
included a speech by the prime
minister. With sailboats and windsurfers in the background, the quartet and BJ played before an
e\tremely appreciative audience.
Selections included "Maiden Voyage:• "Body and Soul;' and a rousing "A-Train:•
Saturday night the Marsalis
Quartet and Lady BJ performed
after an opening by Electric Gap,
11ho played with an alto/soprano
and electric bass front line in a style
that combined fusion and st raight
ahead post-bop.
The school auditorium was standing room only and the performanace
was
magnetic
and
me~merizing. Reginald Veal, performing on electric bass (an acoustic
ba\s was unavailable), received
~trong applause for two fine solos.
Lady BJ was Lady BJ- a consummate entertainer \\ho moved the
normally
reserved,
Britishinnuenced, Barbadian audience to a
rousing ovation. Later that night
there was more jamming by Victor,
Reginald and Noel at the club Bel

Air.
Early Sunday morning (in music
terms, 9:30a.m. is very early), there
was a workshop which started late
and seemed to be very unfocused.
But before long things heated up
1\ith lively interaction between musicians and guests regarding the
nature of jau, recognition of jazz in
the Caribbean, jazz as a music form
vis-a-vis European classical music,
and other philosophical questions
- none of which can be answered
definitively. The workshop offered
great opportunities for the exchange
of addresses and information about
jazz in the Carribean. The highlight
was a jam session that included a

rousing "St. Thomas:'
On Easter Sunday night, the Marsalis Quartet opened and Luther
Francois and Company followed.
Veal played Alex Bernard's acoustic
bass. The sound system, however,
was not as well balanced as it had
been on the opening night. Marsalis'
band has a special affinity for Thelonious Monk's music which they
execute with a special relish, including a stop-time solo piano section
with Marsalis turns into a tour de
force.
Francois set was brilliant. He
played with an Archie Shepp sense
of space and form but had a much
more fluid horn sound / style. The
Martiniquians employed clearly
identifiable song forms (which I
assume arc characteristic of Martinique) and constructed elaborate
improvi!>ations \\ ithin a predetermined structure - it was a striking
combination of free jazz and chamber (a Ia MJQ) jazz.
The night ended with an extended
jam session on two tunes: Sonny
Rollins' "St. Thomas" (which is
actually a traditional Calypso melody) and "When The Saints Go
Marching In;• which featured Lady
BJ and Reginald Veal doing a second line. Needless to say, the audience loved it.
It turned out that all three nights
of the festival were sold out and that
the festival was a total success. All
of us loved both the event specifically and Barbados in general (that's
another story: Baxter Street and flying fish with hot sauce round midnight, the beautiful accommodations at the Southwinds
Hotel, the ocean - it goes on and
on). Meanwhile, the important element is that a link has been forged
and it's up to us to keep in touch
with each other.
More/later.
0

New Orleans
for Ralph Adamo
From the air its all puddles:
a blue-green frog town
on lily pads. More canals
than Amsterdam. You don't
land- you sink. When
we met, you, the Native, shook
your head. Sweat dropped
on the bar. You said:
"You're sunk. You won't
write a line. You won't make
a nickel. You won't hit
a lick at a snake in this
antebellum sauna-bath. You
won't shit in the morning if
you don't wake up with
your pants down." And you
were right: Three years later
I'm in it up to my eyebrows,
stalled like a streetcar.
My life is under the bed
with the beer bottles.
l'llnever write another line
for anything but love
in this city where steam
rises off the street after
a rain like bosoms heaving.
-Everette Maddox

THE ADVANTAGES OF
RECORDING AT SEA-SAINT:
Harrison 3232 32 input console
Studer 24 track tape machine (30115 ips)
. MCI 24 track tape machine
Two Eventide Harmonizers
Three Digital delays, from Lexicon & Urei
Two Plate Reverbs & Lexicon Digital
Reverbs

Sea-Saint
RECORDIHG STUDIO. IHC
New Orleans, LA 70112

(504) 949-8386

AND ALL FOR ONLY
$70PERHOUR

STORYVILLE

--JAZZ BILL-JULY CALENDAR
Of Special Events:
ELLIS MARSALIS QUARTET
with Germaine Bazzle
July 4th, 5th, 6th, 18th a 20th 11:15 P.M.
LEON RUSSELL
July 11th 9 P.M. Admission $10
KENNY ACOSTA
and the Hause Wreckers
July 11th, 12th, 25th, 26th, 27th 11:15 P.M.
MARTHA REEVES
July 17th 10:15 P.M. Admission $7
TO BE ANNOUNCED
July 19th 11 P.M. Admission
SCREAMIN' JAY HAWKINS
July 25th 10:15 P.M. Admission $7
ALBERT KING
and his Blues Band
August 1st 10:15 P.M. Admission $7
CHRIS BURKE JAZZ BAND
Mondays a Wednesdays 8 P.M.
PLACIDE ADAMS JAZZ BAND
Tuesdays 8 P.M., Fridays 7 P.M.
TEDDY RILEY JAZZ BAND
Thursdays a Saturdays 7 P.M.
DAVID LASTIE & WANDA ROUZAN
Sundays, 2 P.M.

IN THE FRENCH QUARTER AT THE FARMERS MARKET
1104 DECATUR STREET • 525-8199
MUSKI
FOODI
BOOZEI
DANCINCil
NO COVER EXCEPT AS NOTED
One Drink Minimum Per Set

Advance tickets on sale at:
Storyvllle Bar· Record Ron's, 1129 Decatur· The Mushroom. 1037 Broadway
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TELEVISIONS
STEREOS

Tonn BAnn T1.:NSTAJ.L

SALES ... SERVICE ... INSTRUCTION
ALL MAJOR BRANDS e COMPETITIVE PRICES
e COMPLETE TEACHING FACILiTIES
466-8484

THE NEWEST

@~

What is your sound system
without the sound?
OLDIES BUT GOODIES
SALE
all 4 99 July 1-3
STING'S SOLO ALBUM
or cassette
5 99 thru July
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o you've nearly accepted the
fact that in order to be a
member of modern society
you need to own a video cassette
recorder (VCR), but you're waiting
to be convinced. Well, that's why
I'm here, to convince you to stock
up on home entertainment equipment and still feel good about your
wallet being empty.
It's all true: in the not -too-distant
future VCRs will be as abundant as
and as inseparable from TVs, enabling each viewer to choose programming just as easily as with a
phonograph or a cassette player.
This type of programmability is necessary, due to the fact that present
TV programming is crap and that
this situation is bound to get worse,
not better.
The exception to this "TV is crap"
rule (remembering that rules aren't
rules unless there arc exceptions) is
yet another rule called the "95/ 5"
rule, which states th at within any
given medium, 950Jo of the content
is crap and 50Jo is worthy of the time
it takes to digest the material. This
95/5 rule applies to radio, TV, magazines (Wavelength excluded, of
course), books, and any other collective. The desirable 507o of TV programming is what you will record
with your VCR since a corollary to
the 95/5 rule is that this 50Jo occurs
when it is totally inconvenient for
you to watch.
Recordings done on your VCR
will fall into one of two categories.
The first is "time shifting:• These are
the recordings you make so that you
can watch desirable programming at
a time more convenient to you.
Besides the advantage of watching
what you want when you want, you
will be able to fast forward through
any commercials in the recorded
material. (As a result of this I've
developed a reflex which causes me
to hit the fast forward button on my
VCR whenever I see a commercial,
even when what I'm watching is live
and not taped.)
The second type of taping you
will do is also a form of time shifting, but the material is something
you intend to save for a longer
period. Normally this is something
you will watch several times yourself
as well as show to others. Since
almost every VCR has timer recording capabi lities allowing you to
record while you' re not around,
you'll want to read up on what will
be showing on your TV days ahead
of time. This information has made
the monthly cable programming
g uide the only magazine I always
read virtually from cover to cover.
Another way of obtaining viewing
material is to buy or rent pre-

S

1 METAIRIE CT.
CORNER OF
METAIRIE CT. AND
METAIRIE RD.

2013 WILLIAMS BLVD.

The VIdeo In Us All
So we're the last spot in America where it's still
a question ... but is VCR here to stay? And which of
these tapes is worth the money?

SERVICE
837-3096

M!o!Jo~iii!fjJ1!Mj;l/i@~

~~~,,

CORR€CTIOR

1458 N. Broad 949-7068

recorded tapes from stores that deal ~ not
in video. Many stores offer rental\ ~
for a fee of about $3 to $5 per day. v_1 eo.
Some stores ask you to join their uon as
rental club, some ask you to leave a t
t
deposit on the tape, and some hit mos
your wallet for a combination of cndea
both club fee and tape deposit. urhes °r
.
w oe
Some stores wlil even rent you a
.1
video tape player if you don't own at: lt.
one.
pnce.

Some material that exists o n pre- is dw
an
recorded tape yo u may want tc
vie\\ over and over and in this cas~ a 1o~g
you should consider buying the tape eac .
.
d o f rentmg.
.
1 sa"J .. cons1.d er .. mus1c
mstea
muc h
because some pre-recorded tapes are h .
ridiculously priced. Almost all t e
recently released movies come out at
prices anywhere from $59.95 and
upwards. (The 15 11.:! hom epic Berli11
Alexanderplatz by R.W. Fassbinder
is available for $399.99!) The average price is about $69.95. Music
videos tend to be a bit cheaper. In
fact, tape manufacturers arc trying
to sell music videos instead of have
them rented, so prices for music videos run as low as $9.95 (We Are The
World, Vestron).
In my opinion, music videos tend
to be a better long-term buy because
the material stands up better to
repeated viewings. Even if you have
an emotional attachment to a movie
you can only watch it so many times
before it loses its freshness. With a
music video you can always put the
tape in and just turn the sound up,
so without even watching the program the tape can entertain you. If
you have a hi fi VCR you can connect
the sound output of the VCR to
your stereo amplifier and obtain
sound quality from hifi recorded
tape that will approach compact
disc performance.
With all this in mind you might
ask which tapes are good buys considering the material on the tape as
well as the price. Staying within the
realm of music video here are a fe\\
examples. Keep in mind, though,
that different music videos, like
other recorded music, appeal to different people and the examples
given here are what I feel arc good
buys.

IJe 'reA II Devo
(Sony) $29.95, 13 songs, 54 min.
I normally cannot tolerate Devo
as a sound recording group, but
when you view Devo's videos you
f
a much better insight into the
theory of "de-evolution:• And as a
total audio/ video experience Devo
leal is not only tolerable, they prove to
tals be leaders in t he field of conceptual
i ay. .~ideo. Constant graphic manipulale ir uon as well as a good use of video
e a technology put Devo way ahead of
hit most groups in q u a lity video
o f endeavors. A ll songs are five minutes or less so you need not view the
fit. whole tape in one sitting to appreciu a ate it. This tape is well worth the
wn
price.

rcto

rc
all

Aoyaanisqatsi by Godfrey Reggio
(Pacific Arts) $59.95, 87 min.
This video is quite different from
the other two mentioned. It goes
from beginning to end non-stop
with time-lapsed foo tage of everything from clouds moving across the
sky to people o n the streets of New
)ork to sausages being made in a
meat packing ho use . T he tape is
completed by a soundt rack of original materia l b y minima list com poser P hilip Glass. The soundtrack
is what holds the images toget her
and keeps the who le video moving
along. The images work against
each other well but without the
music by Glass it would all be just so
much time-lapsed footage. Together
the images and music make this one

of the best candidates for "ambient
video" yet available. The price is a
little steeper than others but once
you see this one I don't think you'll
question the price for a first generation copy.

U2 Live at Red Rocks
(MCA) $29.92, 12 songs, 55 min.
Live footage of the band in a concert hall which was cut ou t of a
mountainside near Denver, Colorado. Normall y I'm against live concert videos because they do not
stand the test of repeated viewings
without losing your interest. But this
one seems to do quite wel l. The
band puts in a good performance
and the video taping and editing are
done such that you're never in one
place too long. During the entire
cYent rain is falling which is in great
contrast to torches lit all around the
stage. The result is a video that can
be used as the focus of almost any
event or as an "ambient video" to
help set the tone of a party or j ust a n
evening at home.
Fi nally, the main reason people
buy VCRs is to be a ble to contro l a
certai n p o rt io n of t heir en vi ro nment. This puts VC Rs in the same
category as air conditioners, electric
b la n kets, incense a nd ot her su ch
items. It is possible both VH S and
Beta may be obsolete in five to eight
years, replaced by another format
altogether, but for those who want
this type of environmental control,
it is available and affordable now. ,....,
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DGE
appearing at:
AUGIESDELAGO
July 11,25

for bookings and conce

1

-'·
st 2, 3, 4
ormation call:

(504)737-2152

(504) 394·1837

Ton West
P.O. Box 8406 Santa Cruz, Ca. 95061 (408) 425-5885
West Coast Connection for
Louisiana Music and Food.
Clubs, Festivals, Private Parties

asound alternative
- high quality home and professional systems
from $200
-new selection of used illtfnfosh
-new state of the art speakers by Fried
-Iorge power amps
-fully warranted
-one year trade up policy with no minimum

audio

RESOURCE

brokers of fine new & used electronics
TUES·FRI10·7
No. l Metairie Ct.
SAT10·5
2300 block of Metairie Rd.
(betw ee n Ca usew a y a nd Bo nna bel)
West Beach Blvd. Gull Shores, Ala.
(205) 948-7 693

504·833·6942

c a ll for mail order info
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Roy Rolls On
Roy Brown and his
Mighty Mighty Men
Cadillac Baby
Deluxe 3308

E

ven though there's been a glut
of Roy Brown albums over the
past few years - five by my count
- a number of classic sides still
patiently wait to be reissued, and
this is a great example. Dating from
1950, Roy is in obvious top form
employin g the soaring emotiona l
wails that became his trademar k and
vaulted him into the charts. The
horn section booms along as well,
providing a thunderin g rhythm that
answers each of Brown's pleas. No
slouch of a songwrit er, Brown
doesn't miss the obvious symbolism

My Love Is Hear To Stay
Sam Myers and
Anson Funderburgh
Black Top 1032

0

··TAMA·
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at the LANDMARK
mHafE LinME TAIRI E
"THE ROUND HafEL"

TUES. JULY 23rd at 7:30 PM·
Tickets Available at all Werleins: $2.00 in advanc e
$3.00 at the door: "Blow-Out Prices" on TAMA & ZILDJIAN

DOOR
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• THE PLAZA IN
LAKE FOREST
246-6830
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CANAL ST.
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• Also at Werlein's in Baton Rouge, La. & Biloxi, Miss.
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utstandin g contempo rary blues
albums are about as rare as
successful marriages these days, so
when one comes along it deserves to
be toasted. Although it features two
men - one young and white, one
older and black - from seemingly
opposite ends of the blues spectrum ,
they form a perfect musical union.
Myers blows some tough downhome harmonic a in the best Little
Walter tradition, and his booming
vocals make him a bluesma n of
immense talent. It's difficult to
highlight particula r tracks as they're
all great. "Suggest ion Blues" and
"Tomorrow Will Find Me The Same
Way" are superlative, slow driving
numbers, the latter featuring some
slashing slide work from Brother
Anson that does one's soul good to
hear. "Hep Cats In Big Town" is a
powerful medium- tempo number,
which Myers builds with his powerful chromati c playing and on-thespot lyrics. "My Heart Cries Out
For You" and "My Love Is Here To
Stay" are both sheer poetry that
incorpor ate stark originalit y, and
the warm feel those great Chess
blues singles did back in 1954. Of
the cover tunes, "Everyth ing Is
Gonna Be Alright:' an obvious tribute to every harp player's mentor,
Little Walter, and Rosco Shelton's
"True Love:' are best.
Ahoy, you musical grooms, you
may now kiss the blues!
-Almos t Slim

David Byrne
Music for •The Knee Plays"
ECM 25022-1 E

I

t was two full Christma ses ago
that Talking Heads leader, David
Byrne, was spotted bouncing to the
gritty and earthy boppin' of the
Dirty Dozen Brass Band. At the
time, Byrne was talking about using

between women and automob iles as~
the opening verse illustrates:

"Got a Cadillac Baby,
How that woman loves to ride. (2)
Crazy about that hydromotic,
Gives her such on easy ride."
-Almos t Sli11
the Dirty Dozen for some composi·
tions he was putting together for
Robert Wilson's avant-gar de theatrt
piece, The Knee Ploys. Instead,
Byrne recorded these compositioru
with some Los Angeles studio mus~
cians, merely crediting the Dirty
Dozen as the source of the music's
inspiration.
The result is an album whose
music has a sanitized N' Awlins
accent. The instrume ntation is the
same, but the spirit and inadver·
tency of the street band sound have
been removed . The brass sounds,
with few exceptio ns, have been
honed down to perfectio n by conductor David Blumberg, leaving no
room for innovatio n. Meanwhile,
Byrne recites the lyrics in that off.
beat scientist voice of his. The lyrics
resemble social research reports
done by aliens on getting dressed,
eating groceries , watching movies,
making lists, and home entertainment centers.
The interplay between these primers and the music creates a strange
mood - a soundtra ck that at first
seems miscast, the music then
enhances the surreal , wordassociatio n lyrics.
"The Sound of Business " pulsates with the simulate d Dirty
Dozen style. Blitzing trumpets overlap the thumpin g trombon es as
Byrne explains: "This drive was

considered business I The feeling of
passing cars was also considered
business I The feeling of business ,
being done.
Half of the composi tions on

Music for "The Knee Plays" are

instrume ntals. The instrume ntal
highlight is "I Bid You Goodnig ht:'
a Bahamia n folk song that is brilliantly retranscr ibed for the dozen
instrume nts used.

Music for "The Knee Plays"

should respark some worldwid e
interest in the New Orleans marching bands. At first difficult and.
long, this album is an imaginative
addition to any New Orleans music
collection.
-St. George Bryan

THE PROBLEM WITH MOST
RESTAURANTS IS ...

THEY'VE FORGOTTEN
HOWTOTHINK
SMAlL!

I
Fine Food, Spirits & Service
Prime Rib, Seafood, Salad Bar

3218 MAGAZINE STREET
891-1897
Valet Parking

Livaudais Exchange
exclusil'e retail center
openingfall '85
2900 \tagazine

for leasing info
Henry Cox or Richard Kirshman
Latter & Blum Inc.
· Craig Ripley Compan).
Developer
Crescent Construction Managers,
Gen. Contractors
John C. Williams,
Architect

Magazme Strut
New Orleam, Loumana 70115
504 I 891 9948

FOR A DELICIOUS HOMECOOKED MEAL
WHERE EVERYTHING IS SMALL
EXCEPT THE PORTIONS!!!
NOW SERVING BREAKFAST, LUNCH & DINNER
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Cox Cable New Orleans, 2120 Canal, New Orleans, LA 70112

Various Artists
The Enigma Variations
Enigma 72001-1

Katrina and the Waves
Katrina and the Waves
Capitol Records

T

F

he most important record label
for American music today is
Enigma Records.
"Sure, they gave us Motley
Crue!" you say.
True, but in an effort to live that
one down, Enigma has presented
the consumers with a two-for-theprice-of-one showcase of its best
artists, ranging from groups that
play hardcore trash to paisley psychedelica to cowpunk - even a solo
artist who sings about a blind man's
private parts. Each album side is
dedicated to a growing musical
form. Side one is cowpunk and features Tex and the Horseheads' "Oh
Mother.• Side two is a paisley park
full of nco-psychedelics like Rain
Parade and Game Theory. Side
three thrashes into a hardcore set
that is highlighted by the Effigies'
"Blue Funk:' Side four is an
assorted type of deal and features
the Untouchables' ska tune "Lebanon:•
Other groups include 45 Grave, a
gothic horror rock ensemble; Green
On Red, who incidentally do not
play Christmas songs; and John
Trubee, who performs "A Blind
Man's Penis" as if it were an eulogy.
Whether you like it or not, the
Eighties are going to bring back liquid light shows, electric guitars and
long hair. If you want a sampler of
what's coming up, or just need a
great party album, it's all here.
-St. George Bryan

Windbreakers
Terminal
Homestead Records HMS005

F

our and a half hours north of
New Orleans lies Jackson, Mississippi, .home of the Metrocenter
Mall and of this exciting guitarplaying duo. Half of the album is
produced by Athens, Georgia, guru
Mitch Easter, who also contributes
keyboards on a couple of cuts. I
guess this is about the twentieth
album Mitch has produced in the
year, so this in itself is no reason to
buy the album.
What makes Terminal a good
piece of vinyl is that it sounds like a
pair of Rubber Souled-Lennons
without so unding like Stealers'
Wheel (of "Stuck in the Middle with
You" fame).
"Off & On" is a great little melody that you can't turn off in your
head after it's off the speakers which might annoy you, but it's better than trying to get to sleep with
"Su-Su-Sussudio" ringing between
your ears.
Personally, I didn't know they
had music in Jackson, Mississippi,
so the Windbreakers' first album is a
nice surprise. Light and with a lot of
guitar, Windbreakers have brought a
nice little progressive breeze through
the stagnant Deep South.
- St. George Bryan

ighting the latest blitzkrieg of
garbage -band
synth- pop
dance music is no easy job, especially for a relatively new, unheard
of band, but Katrina and the Waves
have done more than their share
with their first American album.
Katrina and the Waves, a compilation of songs from the band's two
Canadian albums, is buoyant,
straight-ahead rock and roll, proving that this type of music can still
kick, and not just when whipped
along by old-time jockeys like Bruce
Springsteen, John Fogerty and Bob
Dylan.
"Red Wine and WhiskY,' the first
and perhaps best cut on the album,
summarizes the band's musical
gusto. Kimberley Rew winds a fuzzy
electric guitar in and around a galloping, breakneck rhythm beat
(Vince de Ia Cruz on bass and Alex
Cooper on drums) while Katrina
Leskanich nails the whole thing
down with vocals that shift easily
between sweet and fiery.
The band manages to capture the
flavor and feel of Fifties and Sixties
pop-rock, while at the same time
effortlessly making the jump to
1985 with driving, frantic rhythms
and screaming guitars.
Katrina and the Waves show their
range throughout side one. "Que Te
Quiero" strings along a funky bass
line and mellow vocals that finally
explode in a full-bore rocker.
"Machine Gun Smith" coats as
Peter Gunn beat with ringing guitars
and "Cry For Me" jumps back into
the ~ra of Motown and Marvin Gaye
with a slow blues croon.
Side two is just as strong. "Walking on Sunshine:• the current single
and MTV hit, is a bouncy rave-up
with giddy vocals, leaping guitars
and drums, and an exhuberant brass
section. "Going Down to Liverpool" is less bubbly but just as catchy and powerful, with floating
.harmonies and a ringing guitar. On
"The Sun Won't Shine;• Katrina
shows that her voice can hold its
own when slowed down and
spotlighted; her range is impressive
and she manages to keep the vocals
pretty but not cloying. "Game of
Love" is a Fifties rocker with a girlgroup street corner chorus and a
screeching Chuck Berry guitar. The
lyrics even manage to fall into place
without being too cute or too sarcastic.

"He don't know the alligatorI He
don't know the stroll/He don't
know the mashed potato/He can't
rock and roll, I I wonder why he's so
shy/ Teach him the game of love."
All in all, Katrina and the Waves
is a near flawless album. The lyrics
aren't particularly earthshaking
("Baby I love you/Yes I do"), but
Katrina never takes them too seriously, and they're part of the
record's apolitical, unpretentious,
rock 'n' roll charm. - Lou Berney

Meditations
from Jamaica
Wednesday 3
Future Image
Friday 5
Force of Habit
Saturday 6
Stanley Clarke
Tuesday 9
Susan Vega
(tentative)
Wednesday 10
Future Image
Thursday 11
W oodenhead & Scott Detweiler
Friday 12

Mistreaters
Saturday 13
Divided Council
Wednesday 17
Ullian Axe
(tentative)
Friday 19
Tailgaters w/Keith ferguson
Saturday 26
Fleshtones
Monday 22
Augustas Pablo Moses
(tentative)
Thursday 25
Uncle Stan & Auntie Vera
Saturday 27

861-8200
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of ;;On~ ~o' Tim~;' N~w o ..l~ans·
bol"n i?>l"oadwa., hoof~ .. Eagn~l"is bl"ings an
all· sial" t:asllo his n~w rnusit:al, ;;Stagg~ .. ~~~,
Th~ t:l"~alol"

'

~

t plays like an old silver screen biography.
Verne! Bagneris is leisurely strolling through
the French Quarter. At the corner of Burgundy and Iberville he stops for the traffic. Suddenly his eye catches a glittering reflection from
the steamy pavement. A plaque (perhaps rosetinted) reads LYRIC. As he gazes at the tiles, the
screen is diagonally split and in the upper right
corner Vernel's grandmother appears, reminiscing
about the days of black vaudeville in New
Orleans. Later we glimpse Verne! in his sparely
appointed apartment, shutters open and drapes
fluttering out onto St. Philip Street, as he hunches
over an old portable typewriter, one hand lazily
tapping out a tune on a wood table. Close-up of
his face as his eyes glaze over; the image ripples, a
haze fills the screen, and then in splashy technicolor the camera pulls back from that now-sparkling
plaque for the old Lyric as crowds bustle into the
theatre. Inside we are in the midst of a dazzling,
all-singing, all-dancing, and all-black musical
number that concludes with the audience cheering
wildly as the camera once again fades back to the
dreamy visage of Verne! Bagneris.
That's the Hollywood version, and though the
particulars are glamorized, the elements are essentially correct. Mr. Bagneris did indeed chance
upon that artifact of the old Lyric and his curiosity eventually resulted in OneMo' Time, a recreation, both on stage and off, of an evening at a
black vaudeville house during the 1\venties. And
the show did change Mr. Bagneris'life forever. So
perhaps the heightened reality of an old-fashioned

b-r John

u~splas

biopic is more appropriate, certainly more resonant, than a simple recitation of the facts. (In an
inflated Eighties version, the soundtrack might
have thundered to a Thus Spake Zarathustra as the
camera slowly panned, tile by tile, over the L-Y-R1-C.)
In 1978, OneMo' Time was actually a radical
departure from the theatre work Verne! was presenting wherever he could set up a stage and find
seats for an audience. After graduating from
Xavier (class of '73), he founded The New Experience Players, whose stated purpose was the production of innovative theatre pieces that the
established little theatres found too innovative.
The list includes Edward Albee's Tiny Alice (produced at Loyola's Marquette Hall) in which Mr.
Bagneris had the lead role in addition to directing;
a memorable production of absurdist playwright
Eugene Ionesco's The Lesson; and a staging of
Samuel Beckett's Endgame at David Richmond's
Photo Exchange Gallery on Exchange Alley. During this time, Vernel was gradually developing an
interest in black vaudeville, nurtured in no small
part by the recollections of his grandmother. His
research would eventually surface on stage as One

Mo' Time.
The first production was a one-nighter at the
Toulouse Theatre in the Quarter; though wellreceived, it didn't have backers furiously vying for
rights to future performances. Instead, Verne! was
encouraged to see how his vaudeville show would
play on the convention circuit. So he got his act
together and took it on the road -the road to Des
Moines, Iowa, and a convention of foot doctors.
Verne! and his original cast did some fancy stepping, but apparently it wasn't the kind of hoofing

these podiatrists understood. They didn't know
what to make of it. Then there was a special presentation at the Theatre for the Performing Arts
arranged by cousin Michael Bagneris in conjunction with a political campaign for Louis Charbonnet. Vernel has said, "People were kind to put up
with that. Nothing went right. The day of the performance the lighting technician called to say he
didn't have the time, sorry. So with the kind help
of one of the Performing Arts staff we worked out
a pattern and fed it into the computer. It didn't
work too well!' Verne! may remember the performance as a disaster but the word on the street
was good. After a brief stint at the Club Med in
the Bahamas, the troupe returned to the city and
to the Toulouse. Performances went from three
nigh.ts a week to six, and eventually from weeks to
months. OneMo' Time was the first bona fide
theatrical hit to come out of New Orleans from as
far back as anyone could remember.
If we were to return to our MGM big screen version, the scene would now switch to the evening
when the Big Producers from New York descend
on the Toulouse. The air crackles with tension, the
performers sweat more profusely than ever, the big
finale is more rousing than it's ever been. Of
course, the moguls smell a hit; they sign up the
original cast for the Village Gate where the show
will run for three and a half years. Pages of the calendar are now flying by as we see different numbers being performed in London, Stockholm,
Vienna. At one point, there are six touring companies. So you can see why that scene at the comer
of Burgundy and Iberville changed Mr. Bagneris'
life. To date, OneMo' Time has earned over $10
million in profits!
JULY 1985/WAVELENGTH 19

r. Bagneris is in town presently, preparing Staggerlee, a new stage musical in
collaboration with Allen Toussaint. It
will be a closer look at the characters made
famous in the perennially popular folksong. On a
recent Sunday afternoon between rehearsals Mr.
Bagneris and I had a pleasant chat over a malt at
the Marriott. Had, as Cyndi Lanper claims,
money changed everything? He thought not. "It's
like seeing a mansion on a hill and finally walking
through the doors only to discover that it's a
facade being propped up by two-by-fours~· I
remain somewhat skeptical. (In fact, I even suspect that the mansion looks like a stage prop from
the outside but if you are ever fortunate enough to

get past the door, it may be shocking just how real
its consolations are.) Whatever the dialectics of
net worth, it is indisputably true that success has
not spoiled Verne! Bagneris. Those who knew him
Back When can bear witness that none of this
"star of stage, screen and motion pictures" has
gone to his head. He doesn't talk or act any differently than when he was puttin' on plays around
town. His personality is remarkably lacking in
neurotic nuance; you sense immediately that no
psychic energy is wasted in strategems of selfdefeat. Actors probably love to work with him
because he handles authority with scarcely a trace
of intimidation or condescention. During a
rehearsal at the Contemporary Arts Center the
cast was whoopin' it up between numbers when
Mr. Bagneris whistled and requested the proverbial quiet roar. Nothing remarkable here except
the ease and grace of his request: you've never

(]
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3129 Gentilly
282-3322

heard an order delivered in such a non-punishing
inflection.
And now, as we spoke of many things, he
appeared as relaxed and confident as ever. Staggerlee was proceeding without major hassles and
production on the film version of OneMo' Time
was completed and would be edited this fall. "It
was actually videotaped using standard film technique. A large European concern called Unite!
produced it in association with Austrian television, which is government operated. Rather than
simply shooting three or four performances and
mixing the best moments, we decided to approach
it the way you would a film. For instance, rather
than using one or two set-ups for the backstage
portions we'd also intersperse, say, a close-up of
Big Bertha. That kept it from slowing down after
the big production numbers; it kept the energy
level high.
In addition to applying a traditional filmmaking style to the videotaping, Mr. Bagneris decided
that he would recreate an evening at the Lyric that
also reflected the audience as well as the performers of the time. So when the camera cuts from the
stage, you will see blacks in the orchestra seats and
whites in the boxes. Though the setting is New
Orleans, this production was shot in Vienna and
the blacks that comprise the Lyric's audience are
Africans, Egyptians, Islanders. In the States, the
video version of One Mo' Time will most probably be seen sometime next year on PBS outlets.
Was the Austrian shoot anything like his Hollywood experience with Pennies From Heaven? "I
had a ten-week contract with MOM for the picture. I was in Los Angeles at the time with a company of OneMo' Time so it looked like I'd be very
busy. Well, it wasn't 'til the last week on my contract that I was actually called before the cameras.
But they didn't seem particularly concerned and
they were paying well. So we renegotiated my contract for the extra weeks~· Did MOM suspect that
the film, a critical success, would be so financially
disastrous? "At first they thought the presence of
Steve Martin would insure its success. Steve's
films had done real well up to that time and he was
still quite a hot property. Everyone working on the
project had decided that they would give their best
effort this time. Herbert Ross, the director, knew
he had done a lot of fluff but was going all out on
this one~' Ross had been known primarily as a
facilitator for transposing Neil Simon comedies
from stage to screen but he was coming off a critical and commercial success, a Shirley MacLaine
vehicle titled The Turning Poit. Yet it was the firststring critics that led the chorus of hosannas for
Ross and Co. on this occasion. Though the film
failed at the box office, it enhanced the reputations of both cast and crew, especially Verne!
Bagneris. In her review Pauline Kael gushed,
declaring the combination of composer Arthur
Martin and dancer Verne! Bagneris as "voluptuously masochistic~' Have there been film offers
since? "Yes, but nothing really exciting. I was
offered the role of the villain in Desperately Seeking Susan but finally decided against it. Also I've
done some TV including three days on One Life
To Live, after which I had enough~'
For the present, Verne! is content to be working
on Staggerlee. His crew includes professionals like
Art Director Leo Yoshimura (Saturday Night
Live) and Lighting Director Alan Hughes (the
Glenda Jackson production of O'Neill's Strange
Interlude); actors like Larry Marshall, who played
Cab Calloway in The Cotton Club and legendary
songstress Ruth Brown; local talent like vocalist
Lady BJ and costumer JoAnn Clevenger. All were
willing to work for small fees to help bring Staggerlee to the stage - and for the opportunity of
working with Verne! Bagneris. Whatever the fate
of the production, Mr. Ba teris' talent and temperament will continue tc attract both audiences
and performers.
0

Ebony Magazine, 1964: Cliff White, Sam Cooke, June Gardner, and Bobby lflhmack.

gentleman june gardner
Ne'W Orleans drummer June Gardner spent five exciting years
playing "With the legendary Sam Cooke's band, and many
productive years before that -with the Gondoliers,
but jazz "Was ai"Ways his first love.

• by almost slim

A

!though he's never quite received the recognition he truly deserves, journeyman
drummer "Gentleman" June Gardner
was, and still is for that matter, one of the greatest
percussionists New Orleans has ever produced.
Besides playing in literally hundr-eds of groups, his
distinctive sound has graced records by Edgar
Blanchard, Roy Brown, Fats Domino, Lee Dorsey, and Albert King, to name but a few.
Despite his stack of credits, for the most part
Gardner has lived quietly in the uptown section of

New Orleans, playing a few nights a week, practicing, and by day, "taking care of business~'
Gardner's anonymity has recently been shattered,
however, primarily through the release of a 20year-old live Sam Cooke recording, Sam CookeLive at the Harlem Square Club 1963, on which
Gardner plays drums. Now it's nothing unusual
for hin1 to field long-distance calls from wire service writers, record companies and radio stations.
Born in New Orleans on December 30, 1930,
Gardner grew up on St. Andrew Street, between
JULY 1985/WAVELENGTH 21
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J. Johnson Band, 1947, the Labor Union Hall: June Gardner on drums,
Edward Santino on piano, "Mr. Google Eyes" on vocals.

The Gondoliers: Ernest McLean, June Gardner, Edgar Blanchard and Otis Ducker.
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Magnolia and South Robertson. He'd always
been interested in music and finally, when he was
twelve, convinced his mother to buy him a set of
drums. "I got lessons from Professor Victor at the
Tom Lefont School:' he recalls, relaxing over a can
of Schaffer beer on a muggy Friday afternoon
recently. "Lessons were 25 cents a week, which
was a lot of money then because times were
tough. There were a lot of good drummers studying with Professor Victor at the time: Edward
Blackwell [player with the Sha-weez], Tom Moore
and Wilbert Hogan. We'd get together and
exchange ideas and practice:'
Gardner showed an early aptitude for the
drums, and by 1945 he was already working six
nights a week at the Dew Drop Inn, playing with
Edgar Blanchard's Gondoliers. "That's where I
learned the brushes:' says Gardner. "We played in
the Groove Room, doing our own little show and
backing up the stars that came to town. We had a
great band [The Gondoliers]. Edgar was on one
guitar and Ernest McClean on the other. Otis
Ducker was on bass and we had a woman that
sang with us, Helen Marina [?], I cut my first
record with her. We cut that at Cosima's with Plas
Johnson helping out.
"I went on the road once back then but I just.
about starved to death. I left here with Li'l Greene
who had "In the Dark" out. Great singer but she
couldn't take care of business. I had to wire my
folks for money so I could get back home. I didn't
really stay out on the road for long periods of time
until I joined Roy Brown's Mighty Men in 1949:'
Gardner stayed with Brown for the better part
of five years, recording with the "Good Rockin'
Man" on a number of occasions. Gardner's playing can be heard to good effect on such classics as
"Don't Let It Rain:' "This Is My Last Goodbye:•
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ORGAN PRELUDE ............... ............ Billy Preston
SELECTION .. ...................Sam Cooke's M~sicians
Rene Hall, Conductor; Cliff White, Dtr.
Lou Rawls

SOLO························································

SCRIPTURE ................................ Rev. H. B. Charles
PRAYER
Bessie Griffin

SELECTION ········································
"Heaven Is My Home"

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS OF CARDS,
TELEGRAMS, ETc· ············ ···· A · L. Johnson
Gertrude Gipson
OBITUARY ................... ............ .........
SELECTION ·········· .................. Arthur Lee Simpkins
"I Heard the Voice of Jesus Say
Come Unto Me and Rest"

EULOGY ....... -··········-········· ·····-

Rev. H. B. Charles

RECESSIONAL

MORTICIANS IN CHARGE

INTERMENT
FOREST LAWN CEMETERY
GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA

From Sam Cooke's funeral, 1964.
"Bootleggin' BabY,' "Up Jumped the Devil" and
"Everything's Alright!'
"We cut a lot of those things for the Deluxe
label up in Cincinnati!' points out Gardner. "We
had a hell of a band then. We had guys like Teddy
Riley on trumpet, 'Batman' Rankin on sax and
Edward Santino on piano. It was a real learning
experience working with Roy; we had some good
times and some bad times, but man, we played
every place in the country twice!'
By the mid-Fifties, Gardner had relocated in
New Orleans, often doing studio dates during the
day, leading his own jazz group at night, or taking
Percy Stovall's band on the road with Blanche
Thomas. "I did a lot of sessions back them!' says
Gardner. "Sometimes I think we were taken
advantage of. You'd go in there at nine in the
morning and come out at seven at night. You'd
play enough music to fill six albums and just get
paid a funky $33 . I couldn't even tell you all the
stuff I played on. Sometimes I'll be listening to the
radio and hear myself playing and not remember
the session at all.
"I've always considered myself a jazz musician.
I played it on gigs but it's funny they never
recorded much of it here in the Fifties. Record
companies came here to cut R&B, so that's what
we had to play in the studios!'
Such was Gardner's reputation as a jazz drummer, though, that he often received requests from
big bands to join tours and shows. Although he
preferred to stay around New Orleans, he joined
Lionel Hampton for a short whirlwind tour of
Europe and the Middle East in 1957.
It was in 1960 that Gardner joined Sam Cooke's
organization, which led to five of the most exciting years of Gardner's life. "I got the job with
Sam through Joe Jones!' recalls Gardner. "I'd met
him before and even saw him when he sang with
the Soul Stirrers. One day he just called me and
said he had a job in Richmond, Virginia, and
needed a drummer. I said, 'Just wire me the money
I'll be there! It was beautiful right from the beginning.

"We didn't have a band back then:• clarifies
Gardner. "At first there was just me on drums and
Cliff White on guitar. Later on we added Bobby
Womack on guitar, too, but we'd play with house
bands like the Upsetters or King Curtis' Band, or
sometimes just with local musicians .
"Sam was a beautiful cat!' he recalls wistfully,
remembering a great singer. "He was the kind of
guy who was at home with sawdust on the floor.
He couldn't even spell fake. When I joined him we
all rode in the same car. But when the hits started
really coming, if he drove in a Cadillac, we drove
in our own too. He was always concerned about
the people he worked with.
"Sam was the kind of guy who would stop in
the middle of the day and wire $500 to some little
old lady that he knew back in Chicago. Sam had
the kind of personality that everybody loved not just women - he was magnetic!'
Gardner also added that Cooke was one of the
most creative songwriters he's ever been around.
"Sam had an ear for trends and what was corning
up. He'd get his guitar and get songs together just
like that. I remember sitting in a dressing room in
Atlanta, Georgia, after a show and he wrote
'Bring It On Home' and 'Having A PartY. We did
a show in a baseball stadium with Dee Clark, and
he called Cliff and me in to play along with him.
He wrote both the songs for Dee Clark but Dee
said he didn't like them! When we got back to California, we cut them and they were back-to-hack
hits.
"He was great on stage, man!' adds Gardner.
"He never went on cold; he'd study the audience
from the wings. Sam could dance and sing, but
knew just what the pulse of the audience was like.
He had little signals he'd give us to change tempos
or do a turn-around. Sometimes just before we'd
go on he's say, 'Okay guys let's really tear 'em up!
"I remember we played the Auditorium here
one night and we had a real small audience. I think
it was because Ray Charles played a couple of
nights before. Well, that didn't stop Sam, he put
on the show of a lifetime. Well, the word got out

because next time we played here you couldn't get
in the place!'
Being so close to Cooke only intensified the surprise and sorrow Gardner felt when word reached
him about the singer's tragic demise. "I was here
in New Orleans when I heard about it!' sighs
Gardner, recalling that day twenty years ago.
"We'd just come in off the road. I was the only
guy who didn't live in L.A., but Sam was getting
ready to buy me a house there. I was in shock
when I heard what happened. I didn't get into the
politics of the situation.
"I went out to the funeral and talked to his wife
and consoled the kids. Sam took care of everybody in his estate. The guys in the band and
Bumps Blackwell tried to get me to stay in California but I was more comfortable in New Orleans.
This is where all my friends are!'
Although Gardner seemingly had the rug pulled
from under him, he assimilated back into the New
Orleans scene playing jazz with Red Tyler at night
and doing the occasional session. "One of thesessions I'm most proud of is Lee Dorsey's 'Workin'
In A Coal Mine:" boasts Gardner. "After the
record carne out Allen Toussaint told me he'd been
in New York and the people thought there were
three drummers on it. I did a lot of session with
Allen back then.
"I did a jazz LP for NOLA but nothing happened. I really didn't know much about recording
on my own and I became a victim. It kind of
soured my taste for recording. I mean we really
had a nice thing going here but the guys that were
in charge here didn't take care of business. They
burned too many bridges!'
Today Gardner pretty much has continued like
always, hustling his own gigs, taking on freelance
gigs with other bands and always living up to his
philosophy on life, "it's a visit so enjoy it!'
If he's taken aback at all by the sudden interest
in his work, he hides it well. "It's pretty gratifying!' he confirms. "Playing with Sam was a beautiful period of my life. Nobody's sending me any
money but it makes me feel appreciated!'
0
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Bill Wadhams, co-lead singer with
Animotion, adds his favorites:
1. Countdown To Ecstacy - Steely

Dan; 2. Disraeli Gears - Creillll;
3. Revolver- The BeaUes; 4. Electric
Lady/and- Jimi Hendrix; 5. Led Zeppelin II.

Top Of
The Charts
an accomplished and driving band that
added some much-needed beef to his
more lightweight material, Lennon
charmed the fans and curious alike with
his appealing stage presence and a wellpaced set that wisely broke up the more
introspective pop ballads with the rockers. Sounding at times eerily like his late
father, Lennon concentrated on material
from Valotte, with his current hit "Too
Late For Goodbyes" predictably getting

No. Albums

Singles

1

Songs From The
Big Chair
Tears For Fears
(Mercury)

2

Southem Accents ''Everyth1n9
She Wants •
Tom Petty
Wham!
(MCA)
(Columb1a)

3

No Jacket Requ1red "Crazy For You"
Madonna
Phil Collins
(Geffen)
(Atlantic)

4

Be Yourself Tomght'·EvervbOdv Wants To
Rule The World"
Eurythmics
Tears f11r Fears
(RCA)
(Mercury)

5

She·s The Boss
Mick Ja~ger
(Columbia)

" Smooth Operator"'
Sade
(Portrart)

6

Breakfast Club
Soundtrack
(A&M)

" Axel F'
Harold Fatterrneyer
(MCA)

7

Behind The Sun
Eric Clapton
(Duck/
Warner Bros)

" Suddenly"
Billy Ocean
(J1ve/Ansta)

" Don't You (Forget
About Me)"
Simple Minds
_._
(A&M)

____

8

" Heaven"
USA For Afnca
Bryan Adams
Various Artists
l _______
M~
(A~&~
lumb~~~~----~
~
---~(Co

9

On Tour •..
Dire Straits, the British band who virtually brought the guitar solo back into
fashion with their 1979 hit "Sultans Of Swing," embark on their first US tour
in ~our years this .summer. Dire Straits are major headliners all across Europe,
Asta and Australia and have concentrated their efforts in those countries. But
with the release of their newest album, Brothers In Anns, Dire Straits are in the
midst of several months of worldwide touring with many of the dates in the
US and Canada. Their North American tour begins in Canada in July, then
swings through the Midwest, South, West, and East before touching down in
Canada again in October.

Critic's Choice:
lain Blair Lauds Julian Lennon
Julian Lennon, currently in the midst of
his debut U.S. tour, turned in a surprisingly strong performance in front of an
SRO house at the Amphitheatre com-

prised of the young and the old, all eager
to check out the son of a Beatie. The 22year-old came on like a seasoned
trouper, and quickly showed that he can
rock a lot harder live than the semiwimpy production values of his hit album might have suggested. Backed by

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.

most of the applause. While a modified
form of Beatlemania broke out in the
front of the audience - young girls
squealed and waved "We Love Julian"
banners - Lennon returned to show
that he'd kept the best for last by closing
with some hard-rocking and thoroughly
enjoyable versions of The Beatles' "Day
Tripper," Ben E. King's "Stand By Me"
and Little Richard's "Siippin' And Slidin'." A strong debut from a famous scion
and a talented performer in his own
right.

Personal Favorites
Astrid Plane, lead singer with
Animotion, picks her fave LPs:
1. Sgt. Peppers Lonely Hearts Club
Band - The BeaUes; 2. Beggars Banquet - the Rolling Stones; 3. Motown's Greatest Hits- Various Artists; 4. Natty Dread - Bob Marley;
5. Ziggy Stardust-David Bowie.

Dream Into Act1on " Some L1ke It Hot"
Power Station
Howard Jones
(Caprtol)
(Eiektra)

on

ne

10

'We Are The World"
Steady Nerves
Graham Parter & USA f11r Africa
(Columbia)
The Shot
(Eiektra)

ha
an

11

Til Tuesday
Til Tuesday

thi

(Epic)

" One N~ght In Bangkok"
Murray Htlcl

(RCA)

12

Katrina &
The Waves
Katrina &
The Waves
(Capitol)

"Things Can Only
Get Better"
Howard .lone1
(Eiektra)

13

Power Station

~
(Sire)

Power Station

(Capitol)

14

Valotte
Julian LIIIIIOII
(Atlantic)

15

Building The
Perfect Beast

Don Httlley

(Geffen)

" Rhythm Of The N~ght"

g:-rdy,-

..Just AGigOlo"

om. LNRolll
(Warner Bros.)

ha

Gabour

Jim Gabour's

Music City program
reaps more awards
for Cox Cable
• by Radomir Luza

S

eated behind the large, wooden desk in his
new office, Cox Cable programmer Jim
Gabour sifts through one of the stacks of
video cassettes that fill the room.
"This is helicopter footage of New Orleans:• he
says, reading the label on one of the video cassettes. "Here's a tape of an astrologer and here's a
beginning of a show on local politics. That's
enough. I' ve got over 400 hours of tape in this
office.
"This has really been a tough week;' he remarks
on the programming division's move into their
new quarters <;>n 2120 Canal Street. Programming
had previously been housed in offices in Algiers
and New Orleans East.
"We've had to move the furniture and everything else ourselves:' Gabour says. "I'm going to
have to bring in some part-time people because
I've burned out half my creW.'
Gabour stands up and offers a tour of the building.
"For the first time in my life I have a door.' He
descends the stairs that lead to his office. "For the
first time we'll be able to see each other. We never
knew where we were before. The equipment got
scattered all over.'
Chords and wires all over the floor, the control
studio is also at the mercy of the move. It is empty
for a good part of the day. "This is crazY,' Gabour
says, "but we'll get through .it all right~' The
adjoining production studio seems devoted solely
to the Vic and Nat'!y Show. The black and white
backdrop appears much larger than what you see
weekdays at 5:30p.m. on WCOX, Channel Two in
Jefferson and Orleans parishes, and again at
10:30 p.m., in Orleans only. Upon closer look you
realize it's an actual Vic and Nat'ly cartoon, only
enlarged. The only things missing from the set are
the bar, stools and Dixie beers. If you thought sets
for television shows were supposed to be expensive
and intricate, you're looking at the wrong set.
"You have to have a sense of humor in this business:' Gabour says on the way back to his office.
"We try to laugh at just about everything around
here. It's a nece~sity because of the amount of
hours we work~'
Gabour is something of a character himself. A
cross between Groucho Marx and Grizzly Adams,
the bearded comedian has a sharp wit and seems
more than capable of taking care of himself.
Hilarious one moment, serious the next, Gabour
rarely laughs or even smiles, at his own jokes. On
this day he's hard to figure. A graduate of LSU.

Gabour has taught film at his alma mater, edited
Gris, Gris, a Baton Rouge publication, for seven
years, and directed, produced and wrote Louisiana Magazine for WBRT-TV in Baton Rouge.
Once more seated behind his desk, Gabour, clad
in a buttonless white shirt with sleeves reaching
halfway to his elbows, appeared as capable of
writing medical prescriptions as explaining Cox's
programming strategies.
"A cable system like Cox of New Orleans is
often used as a source of information for the public;' says Gabour. "The ·policy in most systems is
'don't spend money and stay a:.vay from controversY. Usually a cable program designed to inform
ends up as a live camera in a studio discussing geriatric bowel movements~'
Gabour sees another purpose for cable programming.
·
"I believe in showcasing the culture of a citY,'
Gabour states. In this case New Orleans.
The staple of Gabour's programming strategy is
Music City, an award-winning showcase· of the
continuity of New Orleans' music from generation
to generation.
"UsuallY,' says Gabour, "music gets synthesized
as it goes from city to citY.'
Gabour wan.ts to put an end to that, at least in
the Crescent City.
••J want to get a good feel of the musician's performance in (his or her) environment. I want to
compare and contrast the next generation of music
with the music from which it originated:' In other
words, a blend of old and new.
"I also want to catch some of the people whose
commercial interest in New Orleans music would
never be heightened by something like this~'
So far, the series, which airs Wednesdays at 7
p.m., has compared and contrasted the sounds of
many of the best of New Orleans' musicians,
including Tuts Washington, James Booker and the
Radiators.
Last year the series came away with two firsts in
New Orleans' video history. It was voted the "best
cable music series" in the country by the National
Cable Television Association. A segment of the
series was also selected as the "best single cablt
musi~ program" in the country. This year the
series made history by once again winning best
program plus "Best Performing Acts Series~'
"In one season:' says Gabour, "we put more
money into the music community than the (local

network) affiliates combined had in ten years!'
Gabour estimates he has condensed 400 hours
of footage 'into 42 air hours, using over 700 artists.
He also speculates that the local affiliates sometimes demonstrate a lack of insight and imagination in their programming.
"This is the first time musicians are being paid
to be on the air. The reason the affiliates didn't do
the series is because they felt they couldn't make
moneyoniC'
Gabour doesn't have to make money.
"Cox has been real good to New-Orleans;•
Gabour says. "I am budgeted whether or not I
make money. The budget I get for a year wouldn't
make up a network's talent budget for a week, but
it's done great for us!'

O

ther projects Gabour has in the works include modern and classical pieces by New
Orleans composers, a series of specials
featuring plays by New Orleans' playwrights produced by Gabour, and, of course, more of the Vic
and Nat'/y Show, which first aired on May 13 and
is scheduled to run for at least 13 more weeks. A
well-intentioned spoof of New Orleanians and
their customs, the show is hosted by Vic and
Nat'ly creator Bunny Matthews. Think of it as
New Orleans' very own Fernwood 2night.
"In the last two years:' Gabour says, "I have
had at least six offers to do late night talk shows.
There used to be late night talk shows in New
Orleans, and all the people who were on them are
still around. I was looking to take advantage of
that and Bunny was in a good position because he
has a unique viewpoint of New Orleans. So we
decided to get together and do something that
stops making sense~'
Matthews and Gabour, who is the show's executive producer, get along on and off the set, says
Gabour.
"Bunny and I have similar senses of humor,•
Gabour admits, leaning on his desk. "We're interested in producing a TV show that's more real
than the plastic gook that is being fed people. The
stuff they see on commercial TV is not real. They
see these strange cardboard idols, not real people~'
Gabour pauses and thinks about what he has
just said.
"It may be foolish and it may not work, but
we'll have a good time doing it. Maybe we111 shake
up some people!'
0
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French Market Concerts, Thurs.4 : Pud Brown, 3
to 5: the Young Reliance Brass Band plays
Sousa. 5 to 7. Sat.6: Ted Riley's Royal Brass
Band. 3 to 5. Sun.7: Father AI Lewis, 3 to 5.
Sat.13: Oanny Barker and His Jazz Hounds. 3 to
5. · Sun. /e quatorze /UIIIiet. P1erre Descant, the
Cajun Fiddler, 1 to 3, followed by the French
language vers1on of MISSISSIPPI Panorama.
Sat20: Chester Zard1s' Jazz Band. 3 to 5.
Sun.21.· Frank Fedeoco·s Jazz Band. 3 to 5. ·
Sat27: George "K1d She1k · Cola. 3 to 5.
Sun.28: A Catun festival m honor fo the Blcentenmal of the amval of the Acadians.
Hyatt Regency, July 1 through 4, 6 to 6:30. and
on Fnday, July 5. from 12.30 to 1 p.m .. on the
third floor atnum. Mon.t: The New England
Youth Ensemble and violinist Mugur Doroftei.
Tues.2: The Cazan Trio. and an an ensemble of
bell ringers. The Mesa Grande Ringers . Wed.3 :
The Angelos Chamber Cho1r and The Marimba
Orchestra. Thurs.4: Sonoko M1mura and pianist
Shelton Kirby. Fn .5 a Canbbean steel band.

FESTIVALS
Monday 1 through Sunday 2
Erath 4th of July Festival,
318-232-7706 or 937-8401.

Erath,

LA.

Monday 1 through Thursday 14
Lou i si ana Freedom
318-584-2992

Festival ,

Elton .

Wednesday 3, Thursday 4
Paper Festival, Bogalousa. 504-735-1656.

Thursday 4
Fourth of July Fireworks, US 90 Extension.
Houma 504-868-2732
Fourth of July Celebration, Morgan City,
504-385-5785

Thursday 4 through Saturday 6
LSU State 4-H and FFA Light Horse Show,
504-383-1404.

Thursday 4 through Sunday 7
Rick Springfield ... Sat.6 at the LSU
Assembly Center.

CONCERTS
Saturday, 6
Rick Springfield • LSU Assembly Center. Baton
Rouge.

Thursday, 11
Leon Russell, Storyville Jazz Hall, 9 p.m.

Wednesday, 17
Power Station and Spandau Ballet, UNO
Lakefront Arena-don't be deterred. as some
characters we know are. by the fact that Robert
Palmer IS the lead singer for the former.
Martha Reeves, Storyville Jazz Hall. 9 p.m.

Friday, 19
Bo Diddley, who has always seemed to us. to
rephrase Marianne Moore· s famous self·
description. " a connoisseur of untamed excitement. " Storyvllle Jazz Hall. 10 30 p.m.

Slidell Freedom
504-641-3200 .

Fest,

Fritchie Park .

Thursday 4 through Saturday 6,
11 through 13, 18 through 20
Louisiana Legend Outdoor Drama, Kiroli Park,
Monroe. Glenn Long, POB 1980. West Monroe,
LA 71 291. 318-387-5691

Friday 5 through Sunday 7
Chitimacha Indian
31 8-923-4973.

Fair,

Charenton,

Louisiana Catfish Festival, St. Gertrude Church
Grounds. Des Allemands. 504-758-7542
4th Annual "Backwood Folk Festival," Hwy 126,
Winn Parish. 318-727-9227.

Sunday 14
Bastille Day, Place de France. Rivergate.
504-899-6240: 523-3939
Louisiana Oyster Festival, South Lafourche High
School. Galliano. 504-632-2224 or 632-5000.

Brown Bag Concerts, in Lafayette Square, 11 :30
a. m. to 1 p.m.. Wednesdays. Call the Arts Council for schedule 523-1465
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Wednesday 3, Thursday 4
A Red Wh1te and Blue Party at Augie's Delago.
w1th prizes for the most unusual-but patriotic
use of the colors of the g.o.f. There are, the
followmg evemng, fireworks on the lake JUSt as
there were in Philadelphia some two hundred and
mne years ago.

Thursday 11 through Sunday 14
The Rmgling Brothers Barnum & Bailey C1rcus 1n
the Superdome about wh1ch comment would be.
in the face of such d1splay. supertluous. But 1f
they bnng that " unicorn " expect some angry let·
ters on the subject-not from me. I'm all for
eugenics research-on the TP's letters·from-ourreaders-who·can·wnte page.

OUTTATOWN
August 30 through September 2
The Tenth Annual Old-Time Country Music Contest and Pioneer Exposition, on the Pottawattam1e
(Which I always thought was a name Lorenz Hart
or Cole Porter had made up) County Fairgrounds
in Avoca. Iowa. Entertamment from England. the
Netherlands, Ireland, Bavaria. France. Canada ,
etc .• since they 're talking old country as well as
old-time country Information at NTCMA. Council
Bluffs. lA 51501

Wednesday 3 through Sunday 7
The second weekend of the 19th Annual Festival
of American Folklile on the National Mall between
10th and 14th Streets near the Smithsonian in

Sunday 7 or Saturday 27
Leaving this burg on the above dates are
separateAudubon Park Zoolarls . the first one
1ng to Kenya for two weeks . the second
week in the (to me most fascinating area
world) Amazon Basm for headhunting
ques. etc .• and the Zoo guarantees that
won't end up like Klaus Kinsk1 on that raft fu
monkeys or that poor bastard at the end of
Waugh's " A Handful of Dust .'' Call
Bresler at the Zoo at 865-8197 for more
lion

LIVE MUSIC
~

FRENCH QUARTE
MARIGNY & CBD
Artist Cafe, 608 lbervllle 523-9358 Call for
ings.
Bayard 's Jazz Alley, 701 Bourbon.
Thursdays-Sundays Banu Gibson .
Blue Room, in the Fa1rmont Hotel, 529-71
Dancmg, dining, chic and eclat. Through
Buddy Greco, distantly related to El.
through Tues.9· Charlie Byrd. Wed .10 t
Tues 16 Ahmad Jamal. Wed.17 through
30: Jean Carne From Wed .31 Mose All
Reservations.
Bonaparte's Retreat, 1007 Decatur, 561
Mus1c changes dally-walk by and check.
Brew House, Jackson Brewery, Decatur St
525-9843 Friday mghts and Saturday and
day brunch : Home Grown
Cajun Country, 327 Bourbon.
Tues ·Sun the Gela Kaye Band at 8. Mon -Wed
M1ke Casc1o.
Cosima's, 1201 Burgundy, 561-9018 Jazz
Sundays and occas1onally on Wednesdays:
the bar for informatiOn .

The Ringling Brothers Barnum & Bailey Circus filling all three rings of the
Superdome, Thurs.11 through Sun.14.

Saturday 13 and Sunday 14

Screamin' Jay Hawkins, who made musical
necrophilia both exc111ng and stylish (and this
guy never heard of Mano Praz!) with his plushcasket entrances, ghoulish mien. ju·ju slicks and
bones-the impression was always that of a Haitian conJure man on his first trip to the big city.
Storyville Jazz Hall, 10:30 p.m. is scheduled
resurrection time .

CONCERT
SERIES

New Orleans Gayfest 85, all day long in Washington Square Park. preceded by a parade leav·
ing the Rampart Street side of Armstrong Park at
10 a.m. Among the prom1sed entertamers are
Naom1 Sims (" Miss Gay America ' ), The Pf1ster
S1sters. Soft Touch, U'l Oueeme. Becky Allen.
Fred Palmisano and Ricky Graham, Kuumba (Big
Bertha) W1lhams. The Pat O' Bnen Girls. Karen
Como and the Spades. as well as speeches, adVICe, et. al. from the representatives of such
organizations as N.O.W, F H.E.N 0. and
Parents & Fnends of Gays.

16th Annual Louisiana 4-H and FFA Light Horse
Show, LSU, John M Parker Agncultural Coli·
seum. 504-383-1404.

Thursday 18 through Saturday 20

Pie Productions Candlelight Rhythm and Blues
Review at The Club. 1701 St. Bernard. 9 p.m.
With Carolyn Craft Williams, Ernie Vincent Lace
and The Tux Trio; a fund ra1ser for the
N.A.A .C.P., tickets from Shirley Porter
(949-1441) or P1e Productions (283-4746)

Saturday 29, Sunday 30

Washmgton. The three features of th1s
are Mela! An Indian Fair (Eastern not
dian) w1th fakirs. mag1cians.
and mystical songs , etc .• Lou1s1ana
the erstwhile Creole State w1th local
mus1c (we hope) well represented; and
Conservallon, concerned and rightly so
precariously ex1sllng traditional forms
poetry and storytelling, New Mexico
music. Western saddlemaking. Mayan
mus1c from Guatemala. Seneca Indian
etc
Information : 202-357-2700
202-357-1729 (TDD for the heanng impaired).

Thursday 11 through Saturday 14

Thursday, 25

Wednesday, 31

RANDOM
DIVERSIONS

Friday 19 tHrough Sunday 21
Natchitoches Folk Festival, Northwestern State
Umversity, Parather Coliseum. Dr. Donald Hatley.
Box 3663, NSU, Natchitoches 71497.
318-357-4332 or 352-8072.
Old Fashioned Folk Festival, West Monroe.
318-396-5000

Thursday 25 through Saturday 27
Grand Isle Tarpon Rodeo, Grand Isle Information
at 711 Maison Blanche Bulding, New Orleans
70122. 504-523-3130

Friday 26, Saturday 27
Louisiana Watermelon
318-368-2209

Festival,

Farmerville.

August 2, 3, 4
7th Annual Mandeville Seafood Festival in
Fontainbleau State Park. Irma Thomas and the
Radiators will pop out of gigantic papier-mache
boulettes • and assuredly more will happen.
Watch this space lor details.
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Storyville, 1100 Decatur, 525-8199. Live jazz
nightly. Thurs.4 through Sat.6: Ellis Marsalis
and Germaine Bazzle. Thurs.11: Leon Russell,
followed by Kenny Acosta and the Housewreckers. Fri.12: Mr. Acosta and his crew, with
sledgehammers and bulldozers. Wed.17: Martha
Reeves, doing in-person field research on the
origin of her hit, "Heat Wave." Thurs.18: Ellis
Marsalis and Germaine Bazzle. Fri.19: Bo Diddley. Sat.20: Ellis Marsalis and Germaine Bazzle.
Thurs. 25: Screamin • Jay Hawkins, props
courtesy of Gertrude Geddes Willis. Thurs. 25
through Sat.27: Kenny Acosta and the Housewreckers.
·
Town Hall, N. Rampart at St. Peter, 581-9705.
Call lor July listings.
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Spandau Ballet, nothing like the Trockaderos, appearing with Power Station, at
tile UNO Lakefront Arena, Wed .17.
Dram Palace, 534 Frenchmen, 943-6860.
Thursdays: Fantastic Films (see Cinema listings
ror same). Fri.5: King Nino and the Slave Girls,
wrlh special guest Mighty Sam Mclain, who will
preside over the intermission auctioning of one of
lhe alorementioned chained lovelies. Fri.12: The
Radiators. Mon.15: Red Kross. an organization
lounded in Geneva sometime in the last century.
Mon.22: Decendents. Thurs.25: Bodies In Panic,
whrch is a good place for them.
Fairrmmt Court, in the Fairmont Hotel, 529-7111.
Mon.-Sat., from 9, Ginny Chehardy.
Famous Door, 522 Bourbon, 522-7626. Thursdays through Tuesdays from 8: Thomas Jefferson and his Creole Jazz Band. Mondays through
Fridays, 10 until 2: the Brenda Bergman Duo.
Mondays, Tuesdays and Fridays, 4 until 8 p.m.:
Mike Cascio. Wednesdays and Thursdays from 4
until8 p.m.: the Buddy Ingram Duo. Oliver and
lhe Rockets appear daily at 2. Saturdays and
Sundays. lrom 2 until 8 p.m.: Mike Cascio and
the Just Us Band. Wednesdays from 8 until 2:
French Quarter Talent Night, and all of us canny
show-biz hangers-on know how many diamonds.
as well as zircons, linger within the sanction of
the V.C.C. in the rough.
Feelings, 2600 Chartres, 945-2222. Thurs. -Fri.:
Kenny Ard. Saturdays: Harry Mayronne.
Mon.-Wed.: Kenny Butler.
544 Club, 544 Bourbon, 523-8611. Wed. -Sat.:
Gary Brown and Feelings. CMS from 9 to 9
Fridays and Saturdays and from 9 to 3 other
evenings.
Pile Fountain's, in the Hilton, 523-4374. Pete
Fountain and his band nightly at 10; one show
only, reservations.
liazebo, 1018 Decatur. 522-0862. Saturdays and
Sundays, 11 a.m. to 1 p.m .. The Pfister Sisters
proving that not only are they are the delights of
the demimonde, who only get to "see" them in
ternts where the combined fog of Sloe Gin fumes
and Old Gold cigarette smoke wreathes miasmic
aureoles about the chic chignons of the P.S. 's,
but also dare (unlike so many local music vampires) to appear in broad daylight without a
United Cab with their boxes of native earth in the
trunk, in tow. Amasa "Miller attempts to keep
order and a beat, all early on in the day; from 1
to 6p.m .. John Royen and New Orleans Rhythm.
Fridays and Saturdays, 8 to midnight, Nora Wixted.
Hyatt Hotel, 561-1234. Sundays, 10 a.m.-2
p.m., Chuck Credo and the Basin Street Six in
the Courtyard Restaurant. Fridays, 4-8 p.m. in
the Mint Julep Lounge, Bobby Cure and the
Summertime Blues.
Landmark Hotel, 541 Bourbon, 524-7611. Night~ save Sundays and Mondays in Cabaret: ELS
(also known as the Foster Sisters). 9 p.m. to 2
a.m. Elsewhere: Mondays, Wednesdays,
Thursdays: Bob Sloan at the piano from 5 until9,
followed by Mike Bunis doing R&B; Tuesdays:
Bob Sloan from 8 until 1 a.m.; Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays: Mike Bunis from 4 until 9,
succeeded by the Bobby Ellis Quartet who continue on until 2 or so.
Malson Bourbon, 641 Bourbon, 522-8818. These
bands alternate. 2 daily, 3 on Saturday-Lloyd
Lambert and the New Orleans Jazz Band. the Roy
Liberto Band and Lou Sino and the Bengals.
Marriott Hotel, 581-1000. Tues.-Sat., 8-11
p.m., Jeanne D' Avray in the River View Lounge.

Mahogany Hall, 309 Bourbon. 525-5595. Mondays through Saturdays, the Dukes of Dixieland,
three shows nightly beginning at 9-save lor July
6, 16 and. 25 when they will be playing out of
town; Sundays: TBA.
Maxwell's, 400 Burgundy, 522-0879. Call for
listings.
Old Absinthe House, 400 Bourbon. WednesdaysSundays: Bryan Lee and the Jumpstreet Five.
Mon.-Tues.: Mason Ruffner and the Blues
Rockers.
Old Opera House, 601 Bourbon, 522-3265. Call
for listings.
Pete's Pub, in the Hotel Intercontinental,
525-5566. Call lor information.
Preservation Hall, 726 St. Peter, 523-8939.
Sun.: Harold Dejan and the Olympia Brass Band.
Mon. and Thurs: Kid Thomas Valentine. Tues.
and Fri.: Kid Sheik Colar. Wed . and Sat.: The
Humphrey Brothers.
Royal Sonesta Hotel, 300 Bourbon, 586-0300.
From Tues.4: Bobby Lonero in the M'ystic Den,
Tues.-Sat. ·from 10.
Ryan's 500 Club, 441 Bourbon, -525-7269. From
9, Mon.-Sat., the Celtic Folk Singers.
Seaport Cafe and Bar, Thurs.-Fri., 9 p.m.-1 a.m.
and Saturdays from 10 p.m. until 1 a.m., Sally
Townes. Sat.. 3-6 p.m. and Sun .. 4 to 7 p.m.,
Sally Townes with Diane and Zelda.
711 Club, 711 Bourbon, 525-8379. Tues.-Sat.,
from 9:30, Randy Hebert. in the Showbar.
Wed.-Sun., 9 p.m.-2 a.m., AI Broussard in the
Main Bar.
Snug Harbor. 626 Frenchmen, 949-0696.
Mon.1 : Leigh Harris and Amasa Miller, the Caucasian Challenge to such teams as Ethel Waters
and James P. Johnson, Lucille Bogan and Walter
Roland, Alberta Hunter and Fats Waller, etc.
Tues.2: The Jazz Couriers. Nothing doing July
Fourth. Fri.5: Paula and the Pontiacs. Sat.6: AI
Belletto and Red Tyler. Thurs.11: The Jazz
Couriers. Fri.12: AI Belletto. Sat.13: Astral Project. Thurs.18: The Jazz Couriers. Fri.19: The
Pfister Sisters. with Amasa Miller at the ivories,
in their Midsummer Night's Seamless Revue.
Sat.20: Edu and the Sounds of Brazil. Thurs.25:
TBA. Fri.26: Steve Masakowski and Mars.
Sat.27: Wayne Bennett's Golden Contrasts with
Mighty Sam Mclain. Sundays: Ellis Marsalis and
Johnny Adams with selections from The Book of
Common Prayer.

Augie's Delago, West End Park. Rock and roll of
various sorts. Tuesdays are Audition Night reminding one inevitably of George Sanders'
remark to Marilyn Monroe in "All About Eve" in
quite another context. ·'That's all television is,
my dear ... auditions." Wed.3: A Red, White and
Blue Party with Perfect Strangers and (upstairs)
the Murmurs. Thurs.4:.pyrotechnics, natch, and
Perfect Strangers and Moon Tan. Fri.5: a celebratory gathering on the occasion of Cajun Ken
Cooper's return to B97-FM with Clique and Ivy
upstairs. Sat.6 and Sun. 7: The Clique, Ivy
upstairs and Moon Tan sur Ia plage. Wed.10:
TBA. Thurs.11: Edge. Fri.12: Nairs Best Leg
Contest (one wonders if Neet Powder or various
Electrolysis parlors will throw together some
similar bit of Depilatory Decadence). Also Fri.12,
and Sat.13' and Sun.14 as well: Penny Lane,
Rainstreet (upstairs) and Zone One (s.l.p.).
Wed.17: TBA. Thurs.18: 13th Floor. Fri.19,
Sat.20 and Sun.21: Classifieds, the Aubry Twins
(upstairs) and Vic Trix and the Beatniks on the
beach. Wed.24: TBA. Thurs.25: Edge. Fri.26,
Sat.27 and Sun.28: Silk-n-Steel, Murmurs (upstairs) and TBA on the beach.
The Bounty, 1926 West End Park, 282-9144.
Call for July listings. _•
Nexus, 6200 Elysian Fields, 288-3440. Call tor
information.
Privateers, 6207 Franklin Ave .. 288-5550. New
music. Sat.6: Exit 209. Sat.13: Perfect
Strangers. Sat.20: 13th Floor. Sat.27: If.

...,. METAIRIE
Bandannas, 4724 Utica St.. 454-7984. Wed.3:
Syntosh. Sat.6: S.S. Steel. Fri.19: Network.
Sat.20: Nasty, Nasty. Fri.26: Lillian Axe. Call lor
the balance of the month.
Chances, 2301 N. Causeway Blvd .. 834-3105.
Wed .3: Long OVercoat and Final Academy.
Sat.6: True Faith. Sat.13: The Times (not of Acadiana.)
Landmark Hotel, 2601 Severn Ave., 888-9500.
Call tor information.
McAllister's, 3619 Fat City Avenue. 456-1525.
Call for information.
Showboat, 3712 Hessmer Ave., 887-9682. Call
for the month's listings.

...,.. MID-CITY
Capps, 111 N. Carrollton, 484-6554. Call tor
listings.
Chinatown, 1717 Canal St., 525-7937. Fridays:
Vietnamese music from 9. Other ni!jAts: Voi
nhung chuang dac sac do cac nghe si thai danh
tu San Francisco. Los Angeles, Houston ... ve
trinh dien. Voi cac loai thus pham kho dac sac.

Co ban va cho muon bang nhac, video tape,
cassette.
Dorothy's Medallion, 3232 Orleans Ave. R&B.
Fri.-Sat.: Johnny Adams with Walter Washington
and the House Band.
Ike's, 1710 N. Broad, 944-9337. R&B. Sundays:
Chuck Jacobsen and the Wagon Train Band.
Parkview Tavern, 910 N. Carrollton, 482-2680.
Music on Fridays: 5: Renegades. 12: Paula and
the Pontiacs. 19: Mason Ruffner. 26: Snakebite
and the Cottonmouths.

...,.. N.O. EAST
Beau Geste, 7011 Read Blvd., 242-9710.
Fri.-Sat., 10-3, The Spice of Lite.
The Club, 1701 St. Bernard, 947-9334. Wed.31:
Carolyn Craft Williams Review and Ernie Vincent
Lace and the Tux Trio. See Concerts tor details.
Jazz workshops every Sunday from 7 to 11.

...,.. WEST BANK
Bronco's, 1409 Romain, Gretna, 368-1000.
Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays, Saturdays:
Mississippi South.
1801 Club, 1801 Stumpf Blvd., 367-9670. Wednesdays through Saturdays: Janet Lynn and Ya
Ya.
Fat Cats, 505 Gretna Blvd., 362-0598. Call tor
listings.
Weasey's, 1610 Belle Chasse Highway,
361-7902. Fifties, Sixties and Top 40 music
featuring LA. Lightning and Bobby Cure and the
Summertime Blues. Call tor dates, times, whys
and wherefores.

...,.. UPTOWN
Benny's, 938 Valence Street, 895-9405. Mondays: J Monqoe'D Blues Band. Wednesdays: JD
and the Jammers. Cyril Neville and the All Stars
materialize weekly but that is matter tor phone
calls and not tor us.
Carrollton Station, 8140 Willow, 865-9190.
Mostly blues or blues-related. Sat.13: Johnny J
and the Hitmen. The rest of the month remains
obscure. save for those who feel adventurous
enough to call.
Caronna's, 2032 Magazine, 523-8527. Call, if
you dare.
Glass House, 2519 South Saratoga, 895-9279.
Mondays: The Chosen Few with Tuba Fats.
Jimmy's, 8200 Willow, 866-9549. Wed.3: The
Meditations from Jamaica. Fri.5: Future Image.
Sat.6: Force of Habit. Wed.10: Reality Patio.
Thurs.11: Future Image. Fri.12: Wooden head
with Scott Detweiler. Sat.13: Mistreaters.
Wed.17: Divided Council. Fri.19: Lillian Axe.
Sat.20: Tailgators with Keith Ferguson. Mon.22:
Fleshtones. Thurs.25: Augustus Pablo Moses.
Sat.27: Uncle Stan and Auntie Vera.
Maple Leaf, 8316 Oak, 866-9359. Wed.: J.
Manque' D. Thurs.: Bourre. Fri.5: The Radiators.
Fri.12: Rockin' Dopsie and the Twisters. Sat.13:
The Radiators . Fri.19: Anson Funderburgh and
the Rockets. Sat.20: Dewey Balla. Sat.27: Beausoleil with guest artist Canray Fontenot.
Penny Post, 5110 Danneel. Sundays: Always
open mike. Check the board as you go in.
Pontchartrain Hotel, 2031 St. Charles Ave.,
524-0581. Piano bar in the Bayou Lounge nightly
from 5.
Tyler's, 5234 Magazine, 891-4989. Modern
jazz_ Mondays: the Mike Pellera Trio. Tuesdays
and Thursdays: Leslie Smith and Co.
Wednesdays: Ellis Marsalis and Germaine Bazzle. Fridays and Saturdays: James Rivers. Sundays: Willie Tee.

Urban Renewal1789 Style ... and a pleasant
Bastille Day to you too.
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QUOTE OF THE MONTH: "One day late in the war
[the war poet Siegfried] Sassoon, by this time
consp1cuous as a pacifist, was beio1g harangued
by Winston Churchill, whom he had visitell in the
office of the Mimstry of Munitions. ·war,· Churchill told him, 'is the normal occupation of man.'
Sassoon wonders: ·Had he been entirely
serious? ... He had indeed qualified the statement by addmg 'War-and gardening!· Those
are the poles." -Paul Fussell, The Great War
and Modern Memory.

VIDEO
Bunny Matthews , on Cable Channel 2 Fridays at
5:30 (only in Orleans and Jefferson) and
repeated at 10:30 1n Orleans, an attempt to capture the vanished glamour and glitz of New
Orleans Night People , we hope with an eightsecond delay.
Music City , in reruns through the summer, check
EPG and maybe your EEG while you're about it.
NOVAC, 2010 Magazine, 524-8626, offers
continuing programs and classes 1n editing,
camera operation, etc. Call for information

THEATRE
Bonaparte's Dinner Theatre, in the Quality Inn,
3900 Tulane Ave., 486·0625. Call for performance limes. "Born Yesterday," the famous
comedy about a gangster's reputedly dumb moll
who, under a sort of Forties-Liberal good guy
reporter's tutelage, turns into A Force To Be
Reckoned With. A great success three and a half
decades ago for Judy Holliday.
Ethiopian Theatre, 2001 Lapeyrouse, 949-4348.
The New Orleans premiere of Charles Fuller's "A
Soldier's Play. "Call the theatre for times.
Minacapelll's, 7901 S. Claiborne, 888-7000.
Currently: "The King And I," which peculiarly
seems to be a better show than one origmally
thought it (it s1mply killed poor Gertie Lawrence).
despite the standard Rodgers and Hammerstein
dose of corn syrup and digitalis.
Player's Dinner Theatre, 1221 Airline Hwy.,
835-9057. Through Sun.21: "Company," a
rather sour and parochial mus1cal about life in
Manhattan with music and lyrics by Stephen
Sondheim that are So sour and parochial that
they represent perfection of a sort.
Rose Dinner Theatre, 201 Robert St. Gretna
367-5400. "Oliver," about the terrible results of
asking for a second helping of gruel, an odd
bas1s for a musical, but th1s is one of the bel1er
musicals Based-On-A-Classic (look what happened to "Pride and PreJudice"!).
Tulane, in the Lupin Experimental Theatre.
Through Sat.13: Christopher Durang's "Baby
and the Bath Water," From Fri.19: "The Miss
Firecracker Contest." In the Arena Theatre:
"Snow Wh1te and the Seven Dwarfs." through
Sat6; "Hansel and Gretel," from Tues.9 Phone
information at 865·5361 for the Arena and
865-5106 for the Lupm .

the period-It 1s at least the equal of "lnvas1on of
the Body Snatchers," and superior to the over·
rated "It Came From Outer Space" and the
underrated Red-Scare horror pic, "Invasion
U.S.A."; the framework is a dream. The landmg
Mart1ans. controlled by a tentacled. sad-faced
creature m what looks like a crystal ball, take
over Our People by means of some sort of device
implanted in the base of the bram-but 11 leaves
telltale scars. One little boy sees the ship land,
and no one (especially h1s parents, among the
first casualties) believes the kid save for that big
redhead Helena Carter. One shouldn't g1ve away
more-the picture is moving and frightening,
even if corny and over-familiar on other levels
since Menz1es was first and foremost a great
visual stylist. But obviously to be seen for the
power and elegance of its sophisticated look. and
for its genume scanness. even with heavenly
choirs and big aliens in green plush suits; with
Arthur Franz. Lei! Enckson. the toothsome,
proper-looking beauty Hillary Brooke.
Prytania, 5339 Pry1ania, 895-4513. Through
some of July: "The Gods Must Be Crazy," a
South African film (should one dety the boycol1s
and leftist imperatives and see this? would it be
politically correct?) directed by Jamie Uys and
already qu1te a cult favorite about a bushman who
discovers a Coca-Cola bottle dropped from a
plane. and the ensuing theological-SOCIOlogical
confusion . Reports are favorable on th1s. When
the gods regain their sanity. the theatre is going
to play "My New Partner." but you should p•obably call them to confirm when and for what
span of lime.
Loyola Film Buff's Institute, 895-3196. Tues.9:
"La Regie de Jeu." a 1939 tragicomedy by Jean
Renoir that is, in case you didn't know, one of
the three or four greatest films - this not just by
my own semi-measly opin1on. but by nearly
unammous fiat: the classical setup-a weekend
shooting party of aristocrats at the country
chateau of a sort of raffiSh-but-classy half-Jewish
marquis-has past parallels m Beaumarchais

(Renoir's acknowledged model) as well as
Mussel's "Les Caprices de Marianne" and the
ominous Current European Situation. then about
to blow up and alter history ever after; extremely
sharp and funny and elegant. banned by, successively. the V1chy and Occupation governments as "demoralizmg" and thought, until its
restoration m 1961, to be one to 1ts onginal form.
to be lost; with Marcel Dalio, Nora Gregor. Roland
Toutain. Jean Renoir, Mila Parely, Julian Carette,
Gaston Modot. Paulette Dubost as the archetypal
soubrel1e, Pierre Nay. Eddy Debray. P1erre
Magnier. Lise Elina, and one of my favorite performances of the period, huge, black-gowned,
eye-rolling Odette Talazac as Charlotte. Thurs.
11: "Secret Agent," a 1935 Hitchcock film
denved from Somerset Maugham's Ashenden
stories. and unseen by us. but 11 has a wild
cast- John Gielgud. Robert Young, Peter Lorre.
the galumphing British beauty Madeleine carroll.
Percy Marmont. Lilli Palmer. Wed .17: "Cisco
Pike." th1s 1971 dope-paranoia thriller with rock
overtones is an interesting minor curio, done with
the mildewed mixture of glitz and anomie
characteristic of the immediate post-Woodstock
era when everyone had belatedly discovered that
love was Not all you need : a former rock 'star'
reduced to trading off ~is erstwhile fame and
tradmg in marijuana runs afoul of a crooked cop,
with the expected sub-psychedelic moralizing;
directed by B.L. Norton who recently directed the
fairly charming dmosaur fantasy, "Baby", w1th
Kris Knstofferson, Karen Black. Gene Hackman.
Harry Dean Stanton, and (if memory serves) a
good bit of Buffalo Springfield on the soundtrack.
Thurs.18: "Young and Innocent." this
delicious. underrated 1937 Hitchcock film (derived from a Joseph me Tey novel) about a young girl
and an old tramp who shield a young man from a
murder charge while searchmg for the killer has
one of The Great Sequences: the drummer with
the twitching eyes in the blackface jazz band:
this 1s one of the few great set p1eces in film
history that really lives up to 1ts advance abbadabba- it's a knockout. There is also a most

CINEMA
Dream Palace, 534 Frenchmen, 943-6860.
Thursdays at 8 p.m., Fantastic Films: July 11 :
''King Kong," one of the screen's greatest love
stories. this sublime and exc1tmg (and how many
movies are even one. much less both of these
thmgs?) meditation on the vagaries of romant1c
attraction and the importance of what J. B.S.
Haldane descnbed as "bemg the right size" has
special effects still unsurpassed in our day. as
well as Fay Wray being disrobed by the enchanted simian who sniffs her clothes-how
perverse and how exact and how right. Directed
by Schoedsack and Cooper. July 18: "Rocketship XM." a m1ldly likable 1950 bit of junk
(mus1c by Ferde Grote and photographed by the
great Karl Struss though) about a bit of space ex·
ploration that ends up on Mars and not, as planned. on the Moon; directed by Kurt Neumann. also
the auteur of the highly overrated "The Fly";
w1th Lloyd Bridges. Osa Massen, John Emery
(Tallulah Bankhead's only husband, who also appears in !me, woolly form in Neumann's
"Kronos. one of the goofier s-1 cheapies of the
penod ) and Hugh 0' Brian in his ingenue days;
everyone dies, by the way. July 25: "Invaders
.From Mars." this 1953 exemplar of the soignee
B-picture, designed and directed by oddball
British art director William Cameron Menzies. is
one of the great paranoid nightmare fantasies of
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Basil Radford and Mary Clare at home with the tots-before entertaining a hunted
fugitive and the girl-who-knows-he's-innocent-in Hitchcock's delightful
underrated 1937 film, Young and Innocent, Thurs.18 at Loyola.

peculiar sequence at a children's party
the unflappable (but always somehow
Mary Clare; w1th Nova Pilbeam, Edward
callow Derrick de Marney. Basil Radford
Marmont. George Curzon. Tues.30. "La
Mariee, ·' this highly entertainmg
eqUivalent of one of W.S Burrough's
fold-in ·novels· is vintage Godard: all
are here-the chapter headings tor each
the literary references. the camera closmg
sign that says "Danger" and selecting ·
letters "Ange." the hom mages to '-A:>in~>nfnml
and mass advertismg (How Far Can A
In Love? IS the question asked agam and
via billboard and poster); Godard's
whatever one thinks of the arrogance.
tionism. really weird humor. the
·semantics.· the sense even at h1s
most remote that Godard is a true original,
defimlive bibelots. rad1cal-ch1c bibelots (to
reel another period phrase) but something thai Jazz
the intervening 'generation' has missed out 011
with Macha Meril. Philippe Leroy Films a~
shown in Bobet Hall. on the third floor. usually
7:30; admission 1S Bither by FBI season su
scription ($15) or $1.50 at the door

ART
A Gallery lor Fine Photography, 5432 Magazme
891-1002. Through July: photographs by Aar
Siskind renowned for h1s treatment ol Harlem li
in the Fort1es and his studies of graffiti.
Aaron-Hastings, 3814, Magazme, 891-4665
Group shows through the warm months
Arthur Roger, 3005 Magazme. 895-5287
Through Mon.29, 01ls by Paul Tarver. collages bJ
Sue Smock, and acrylics and pastels by Ga
Willey
Arts Council, 522-ARTS; a telephone num
wh1ch dispenses mformallon about local
events ol some currency
Bienville Gallery, 1800 Hastings Place
525-5889. Call tor month's shows.
Davis Gallery, 3964 Magazme. 897·0780. N
acquisitions from West Africa.
_j
Duplantier Gallery, 811i Baronne, 524-1071 . ~
for listings.
~
Galerie
Simonne Stern, 518 Julia. 529·1118. Ar
lists Choice Show (po.ssibly somethmg like tho
Ladles· Choice dances they had on Ameocan
Bandstand ), mtroduc1ng seven artists new to t
gallery.
Gas peri Folk Art Gallery, 831 St. Pet
524-9373. A group show of gallery art1sts.
Louisiana State Museum, on Jackson Square a
elsewhere In the Presbytere·s clothmg gallery
through July 31· Intimately Revealmg
underclothes from the V1ctonan and Edward
periods. From Sun. 7 through the beginnmg
November; Naturally Louisiana. a show wi
botanical watercolors by Margaret Stones, flor
art by Sadie lrvme, arul a selection ol paint
views from the Museum's collection; at the Mmt
Mardt Gras m New Orleans and New Orleans
Jazz • two large and sell·explanatory exhibits.
Mario Villa Gallery, 3908 Magazme. 895·8731
Through Mon 29: pamllngs by Carlos Bienes.:
photographs by Melody Davis, and sculpture b~
Stewart Duncan.
•
New Orleans Museum of Art, City Park
488-2631 Through Aug . 11 : 19th Century
Oecorative Techmques m Glass. Through Jui'f,
Japanese Fan Pamtmgs from Western Collections. From Sat.20: The Art of the European Goldsmtfh: Stiver from the Schroder CollectiOn ancl
The Grand Pox de Rome. Pamtmgs from the Ecole
des Beaux-Arts, 1191-7863. On extended loan
the 1938 Eucharistic Conference Monstrance,
stupefymg piece of work indeed. Group tours f(1
the deaf the fourth Sunday of every month .
Possett-Baker Gallery, 822 St. Peter, 524-7252
Paintings, prints, sculptures. drawings. anc
fibre-art from gallerY art1sts. 1ncludmg Takes~
Yamada, Mala1ka Favonte. Jim Sohr, Stephen
Gappelh. Lenore Fried and Jack Fontana.
Tilden-Foley, 4119 Magazme, 897-5300. A
group show of gallery art1sts through July.
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CLASSIFIEDS
SOUND REINFORCEMEN T
is exactly that! If it doesn't reinforce your
sound, it takes away from it. When you
need sound reinforcement DONE RIGHT,
"We're Your PAl:' Pro Audio Lighting
Services, Inc. (504) 454-3713.

musicians exchange \ ,
HOI' STRINGS
Hire New Orleans' favorite string group
for your wedding or party. Call837-3633.
SERIOUS METAL BAND looking for
bassist and co-lead guitarist. Into Iron
Maiden, Dio and originals. Mike 367-5911
or Jeff 364-1219.
\IUSICIANS HANDLED WITH CARE
America's largest entertainment agency
network needs touring hotel and top 40
rock acts. Call national headquarters in
New York. Horizon Management, Inc.
(607) 722-0857.
\fUSICIANS REFERRAL SERVICE
Are you looking for the right musician or
the right band? Call STAR POWER New
\ork (607) 724-4304.
AUDITIONS!
Vance Degeneres (The Cold) is putting
together a new project: looking for female
smgers. 832-0082 or Bruce at 861-4938.

\

musicallnstr uction \ ,

DRUM STUDIO
Jazz drumming techniques and concepts.
Traditional to avant garde. Professional
instruction by Connor Shaw. Call Drum
Studio, 523-2517.
DRUM STUDIO
Classes for beginners. Ready, rudiments,
introduction to drum set. Call for
appointment. The Drum Studio, 5232517.

musical services

\,

Let me do your BAND DEMO inexpensively. I travel to you. Remember if you
don't record, your kids will think you're
full of it when you tell them you used to be
amusician. 866-5888.

'

musical instrument s\,

FENDER BASS
Musicmaster. $175 or offer. Jeff, 949-3731.
FENDER RHODES 73
Stage piano and amp. Never Gigged! Like
New! $950. 897-3687.

'

books & magazines \ ,

BLOCK, the Dutch bluesmag. Dutch language but lots of photos as well as a
worldwide listing of new blues-albums in
every issue. Send $1.00 or 3 !RC's for
sample copy. Yearsub (4 issues) is $8.00
(airmail delivery): Rien Wisse, P.O. Box
244, 7600 AE Almelo, The Netherlands.
BLUES AND RHYTHM - The Gospel
Truth, published ten times per annum,
covering blues, R&B, gospel, vintage
soul, cajun and zydeco. Subsc. rate $13
per yr. worldwide (surface) and $22
worldwide (airmail). 18 Maxwelton
Close, Mill Hill, London NW7 3NA,
England.
OVER 15,000 used and old books. Postcards and records. Music a specialty.
George Herget - Books. 3109 Magazine.
891-5595.

'

miscellaneo us ..

\,

Nar EVERYBODY reads the classifieds!
Because you do, you can order both Living Blues record-review issues together for
a discount. Numbers 48 and 60/61 con-

tain detailed reviews of literally hundreds
of discs- what's hot, what's not, what's
classic, the funk, the junk, the old, the
new, the rhythm and the blues- yours for
$4.50. Send check or money order to Living Blues, Center for the Study of Southern Culture, University, MS 38677 and
MENTION THIS AD.
MILES DAVIS CONCERT
July 28, 1973, Loyola Field. ll"x14" and
16"x20" photos available exclusively at
Casell Gallery, 818 Royal St.

'

''------->--records

'

I BUY COLLECTIONS - any amount,
any category. Disc jockeys, sell me the
records you're not playing. Pay cash fair prices. Record Ron makes house
calls. 1129 Decatur Street, 524-9444.

Stoqee'~

BLUE STREAK
STUDIOS
Run by Musicians.
for Musioans
Otari Multitrack and Halftrack
L1nn Drum
Yamaha OX 7 Synthesizer
Dig1tal Flanger, Chorus
Up to 4 seconds dig_!!al.delay
Dig1tal reverb
~-

o
~~""'· s1saa~ .f(O~I£

Studio Musicians Available

~/

488-3976

Studio
E:J

VINYL

US-TRACK..

GRASSCLOTHS

Noise reduction, analog
and digital delays, flanger,
chorus, reverb, drum machine,
amps, drums, plano and
synthesizer Included.
$20 an Hr. • 3 Hr. Min.

PAPER

DECORATOR

cassette Dupes

FOr your next album, demo
tape or radio spot

canstonee

(504) 467·365 5

br·r

CHARLES WEHR
WALLCOVEIUNG CO.
I

895-5151

.
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PEOP LE REAL LY GO 10 A MUSIC S10R E:
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PRICES
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QUALITY
PRODUCTS

and
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New Orleans, LA

(504)482 -7894
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Just when we thought that New
Romanticism was dead and buried
in Pere Lachaise (final resting
place of Oscar Wilde and Jim Morrison) or St. Roch Cemetery (site
of the Schwegmann family tomb),
there we were driving down St.
Charles Avenue in the early morning hours, holding hands with a
charming young girl and listening
to the "Rock of New Orleans,"
which used to only broadcast Led
Zeppelin but these days--like most
American radio stations--the
"Rock" apes MTV's playlist.
Anyway, we had departed Storyville and the revisionist zydeco of
Rockin' Sidney (Sid, confidentially, told us that he tells most
people that "Toot Toot" is simply
a term of endearment but that
when he found out that wealthy
professionals who snort white
powder from Colombia call the
substance "toot" and furthermore, that ballerinas call their
skirts tutus, Mr. Simien knew that
he had landed a whopper--as well a
brand-new luxury bus, complete ·
with TV) and this utterly romantic
song came over the airwaves.
The song was about Bourbon
Street--like 60 million others we
could name--except this one was
tasteful. We thought the singer
might be Mel Torme. Or--could it
be?--Sting?! Yes, Sting it was, accompanied by Branford Marsalis,
Omar Dakin and Kenny Kirkland.
Lest you teeny-boppers forget,
Sting--before he was a rock 'n'
roller--played more or less legitimate jazz.
Sting's a good fellow, we think,
and in the Due Credit Dept., he explains that the song in question,
"Moon Over Bourbon Street,"
was inspired by Anne Rice's Interview With A Vampire. And although he doesn't say it, we figure
that the line "I must love what I
destroy and destroy the thing I
love" was lifted from the
aforementioned Mr. Wilde. Or
perhaps Octave Mirbeau or Jean
Lorrain, who wrote: "What marvellous insight he has into the invisible and into the atmosphere
created by our vices ... " Or maybe

P.S. Mueller
VNU~u~~

H~1 ~ ~o~~.

it was Swinburne--where is that
Jon Newlin when we need him?
Honestly, our mental faculties turn
to mush when we fall in love.
Weird AI, incidentally and
speaking of Rockin' Sid (as we
were a few paragraphs back), is
supposed to be cutting his own version of "Toot Toot," as are
several thousand other would-be
zydeco-ists and--cross our hearts-we promise we'll never mention
"Toot Toot" again after this issue
because we know you must be sick
of hearing about it and if you're
not--well, no one's ever accused
Louisiana residents (and other
readers of this magazine) of being
overly intellectual.
How about some Real News?
Okay--Mt. Carmel Academy's
favorite daughter, "Dabs"
Menendez, has changed her hair

color and quit The Cold for the
eleventh time. We can hardly stand
it.
The Neville Brothers, who are
all maintaining their standard hair
colors, are touring the nation this
summer with Huey Lewis and the
News. Dave Bartholomew has
returned as Fats Domino's bandleader, after a three-year absence
mostly spent at Melba's Ice Cream
on Franklin Avenue and/or running around New Orleans cashing
imlt\ense royalty checks. We throw
in that last fact for the benefit of
our bleeding-heart readers (particularly those in Europe) who imagine that all New Orleans musicians are utterly destitute. It's the
ones from Metairie who ain't doing too good.
At the Smithsonian Institution
this summer, they're examining

what they call ''the rich cultural
diversity generated and nourished
in 'The Creole State"' via a series
of programs and performances, including Isleno "decima" singing,
tap dancing and hide tanning,
which is what Louisiana moms and
dads do to their bad little boys and
girls.
The Dirty Dozen, who will be
heading all over the planet this
summer, will be featured on Phil
"Master Blaster" Alvin's solo
album, Unsung Songs, to be released in August. Also aboard is
Sun Ra, the eternal celibate. Says
Alvin: "The man is completely
amazing. He sat at the piano for 18
hours, getting up just once to use
the restroom." Great chops, better
kidneys.
WTUL is back on the air, graced
with the newest musical offerings
from New Orleans' most nouveau
bands. Reality Patio clicks with
"Empty Room," the Dolce Vitas
extol the virtues of "Groove Cat,"
The Party Bullets regurgitate the
Clash's "Brand New Cadillac"
and Dash Riprock rolls with
"Specialty," presumably named in
honor of Little Richard's former
record label. WTUL music director Ivan "I'm· Not Russian" Bodley invites any and all local bands
to submit their tapes and singles to
the station for airplay. Those
bands with members over the age
of 50 should send such material to
WWOZ--just a joke, Walter ...
Divided Council, all dental
students except for the drummer,
take their name from Shakespeare.
Brace yourself and please--no sly
comments about Pat Benatar.
Our favorite TV host, Bunny
Matthews, presents a special onehour beach party edition of Da Vic
and Nat'ly Show on July 4, direct
from Augie's DeLago, airing at
5:30 and 10:30 on Channel 2. The
guests include King Floyd, Multiple Places, Final Academy,
Porklinks (Bunny sits in on drums
for a rendition of J .C. Fogerty's
"Green River") and cohost/ Charity Hospital baby Ernie
K-Doe. Whip out the Coppertone
and "Sunburn, K-Doe, Burn!" D
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HOT SESSIONS
BLUE NOTE
REISSUES

BLACK/SOUL
NOTE
SAINT

ART BLAKEY
"THE BIG BEAT"

55.99LP

DAVID MURRAY
DAVID
MURRAY
BIG
BAND

"LIVE AT
"SWEET BASIL""

56.99LP

l.ive ;at
"Sweet Basil"

WAYNE
SHORTER

·.

"JU-JU"

55.99LP

MAX ROACH
"EASY WINNERS"

56.99LP

I

CANNONBALL
ADDERLEY

CANNONBALL SOMETHIN'
ADDERLEY

ELSE

"SOMETHIN'
ELSE"

5 5.99LP

MILES DAVIS
HANK JONES
SAM JONES
ART BLAKEY

BLUE
TRAIN

JOHN COLTRANE

Ja

~

:~ f~"

~

OLIVER LAKE
"EXPANDABLE
LANGUAGE"

56.99LP

JOHN
COLTRANE

RICHARD
ABRAMS

"BLUE TRAIN"

"VIEW FROM
WITHIN "

55.99 LP

'·

5

6.99 LP

--ALSO VISIT THE METRO CAFE--

..____ _ _ _ _ _ _P_Ieasant at Ma{Jaz{ne I New Orleans, Louisiana 70115 I 504-897-5015 · - - - - - - - ·

